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0. Introduction

For any ideals I and J in the algebra of bounded operators, BðHÞ; on a separable
infinite dimensional Hilbert space H; we determine the commutator space ½I ; J� ¼S

N

r¼1 ½I ; J�r where

½I ; J�r T ¼
Xr

i¼1
½Ai;Bi� j Ai A I ; Bi A J

( )
: ð1Þ

Not much has been known about these spaces except for some special cases. It was
known since 1953 that every operator AABðHÞ is the sum of two commutators of
bounded linear operators [16,35] while the commutator spaces of Schatten ideals
Lp; p 4 0; were the subject of several studies over the last 30 years, notably

[3,4,18,38,49,66–68]. Aside from these efforts, the little that was known about
the commutator spaces ½I ; J� did not even suffice for deciding whether equality
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½I ; J� ¼ ½BðHÞ; IJ� held for general operator ideals. The study of this classical
subject acquired a renewed sense of urgency since the introduction of
cyclic cohomology by Alain Connes [20–22] in the early 1980s. The work
of the last author exhibited in 1991 a direct link between the cyclic homology
and algebraic K-theory of operator ideals and their commutator structure
([70,72] and Remark 5.14 below); in order to calculate the former one needs to
tackle first the latter. Thus, the determination of the commutator structure of
operator ideals became a prerequisite for the future theory of higher index
invariants; cf. [70,72].
In order to state main results we need to recall some basic facts. The lattice of

proper ideals in BðHÞ is naturally isomorphic to the lattice of symmetric proper
ideals in the commutative algebra cN (cf. [19]) and both of these are isomorphic to the
lattice of characteristic subsets of c$0 ; the latter being the set of nonnegative

sequences l monotonically convergent to zero ([32] and Chapters 1 and 2). This
triple correspondence is realized as follows: to any ideal J iBðHÞ correspond the
symmetric sequence space

SðJÞ aA c0

a1
a2

&

0B@
1CAA J

�������
8><>:

9>=>;
and the characteristic set SðJÞ SðJÞ - c$0 : Definitions and constructions of ideals

are often carried through most easily in terms of the corresponding characteristic

sets. For example, the operation that associates with a solid subset S of c$0 the solid

set Sa which is generated by the arithmetic mean-sequences la of sequences l from S;
allows us to associate with any ideal J in BðHÞ; the arithmetic mean ideal Ja:
Similarly, the naturally defined operation of tensor product of monotonic sequences
leads to the operation of internal tensor product on the operator ideal lattice; see
Section 4.3 below.
Characterization of the commutator space ½I ; J� for an arbitrary pair of ideals I

and J is an immediate consequence of the following result which is a focal point of
the present article:

A normal operator T A IJ belongs to the commutator space ½I ; J� if and only if

l1ðTÞ þ ? þ lnðTÞ
n

���� ���� ¼ OðmnÞ

for some sequence mASðIJÞ:

Here I and J are arbitrary ideals in BðHÞ; at least one of them assumed to be
proper, and lðTÞ ¼ ðl1ðTÞ; l2ðTÞ;yÞ denotes the sequence of eigenvalues of T ; the
nonzero ones counted according to their multiplicities, but taken in any order subject
only to the condition that jlnðTÞj ¼ OðnnÞ for some nASðIJÞ: See Theorem 5.6 for
the full statement.
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The above result has numerous other applications. We mention here just a few:

1. ½I ; J� ¼ ½BðHÞ; IJ� holds for any pair of ideals in BðHÞ:
2. I D ½BðHÞ; J� if and only if Ia D J:

Note that I D ½BðHÞ; J� precisely when every trace functional on J; i.e., a linear
functional t : J -C which annihilates the commutator space ½BðHÞ; J�;
identically vanishes on I :

3. The usual trace functional Tr :L1-C extends to a trace on an ideal J PL1 if

and only if

o 1;
1

2
;
1

3
;y

� �
eSðJÞ:

It is easy to see that no such extension can be positive or continuous. This result
proves to be an essential ingredient in establishing the following ‘‘vanishing
theorem’’ in Hochschild homology:

The Hochschild homology groups H�ðBðHÞ; JÞ vanish in all

dimensions if and only if H0ðBðHÞ; JÞ ¼ 0; i:e:; J ¼ ½BðHÞ; J�; ð2Þ

which, in turn, is essential for the calculation of the cyclic homology and algebraic
K-theory of operator ideals (cf. [70,72]).

4. If a positive operator T belongs to ½I ; J� then the whole principal ideal ðTÞ
generated by T is contained in ½I ; J� (Theorem 5.11(i)).

Theorem 5.6 also allows us to obtain the following result:

A finitely generated ideal J admits a complete norm jj jj if and only

if it admits no nonzero trace t : J -C: In this case; J coincides

with the Marcinkiewicz ideal Mð1=paÞ for some sequence pA c$0 : ð3Þ

(See Theorem 5.20.)
Comparison of (3) with (2) leads to a very interesting conclusion, namely that the

existence of a complete norm on a finitely generated ideal J in BðHÞ is equivalent to
the vanishing of the Hochschild homology groups of the algebra BðHÞ with
coefficients in the bimodule J: In other words, the nontriviality of these purely
algebraic homology groups is a faithful obstruction to the existence of a complete
norm on the ideal!
The result cited in (3) shows also some of the limitations of the class of

symmetrically normed ideals which, from the time of the publication of Schatten’s
book [54], has been occupying a privileged position in the study of operator ideals,
largely due to the influence of [33]. Another well-known limitation of this class
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concerns the fact that the powers of Banach ideals are, generally, not Banach, vide

the Schatten ideals Lp ¼ ðL1Þ1=p; 0 o p o 1:

We overcome these limitations by introducing a new concept of an e-complete

ideal (e denotes a positive real number, cf. Section 4.6 below). Now, every principal
ideal ðTÞ is e-complete as long as the sequence of reciprocals of singular numbers
sðTÞ satisfies the so-called D2-condition (cf. (22) below). Unlike Banach ideals, the
class of e-complete ideals is closed with respect to forming powers Js; s 4 0: Thus,
any positive power of a Banach ideal, as well as numerous ‘‘classical’’ nonlocally
convex ideals (like arbitrary Lorentz ideals LpðjÞ; cf. Section 4.7), are e-complete.

The concept of a rearrangement invariant norm on the symmetric sequence space
associated with a given ideal is replaced in the theory of e-complete ideals by the
concept of a gauge, the latter being a homogeneous monotonic functional on the
corresponding characteristic set (see Section 2.9 for details). Any gauge on a given

characteristic set S induces the corresponding gauges p for all powers S1=p; p 4 0:

We say that S is e-complete if Se is complete with respect to p for p ¼ 1=e:When S
is the characteristic set of an ideal J; we say in that case that ideal J is e-complete.
An exact relationship between the two classes of ideals is established by

Theorem 3.6 below:

A certain power of any e-complete ideal is a symmetrically

normed ideal with respect to an equivalent norm: ð4Þ

It is worth emphasizing that this result does not detract from the usefulness of the
concept of e-completeness. There are several reasons for this. The characteristic sets
of not necessarily Banach powers of Banach ideals often admit natural and simple
gauges as illustrated by principal ideals (cf. Sections 2.22–24). Even in the case of
Banach ideals, a simple and natural gauge may be available on the corresponding
characteristic set while an equivalent rearrangement invariant norm may be much
harder to use: Lorentz idealsLpq supply a classical example; cf. the last paragraph of

Section 4.11.
Each e-complete ideal J has naturally attached to it a metric invariant

aðJÞA ½0;NÞ which we call the Boyd a-index of the ideal in question (cf. Section
4.6) following an example of Boyd, who defined his a- and b-indices only for
rearrangement invariant Banach function spaces (note that for a Banach space both
of these indices can take only values in the interval [0,1]; cf. [14]). We prove the
following ‘‘index theorem’’ (Theorem 5.13):

The Boyd index of an e-complete ideal J does not exceed

p 4 0 if and only if ideal J1=p admits a nonzero trace: ð5Þ

A striking consequence of (5) is that:

J ¼ ½BðHÞ; J� if J1þ e admits a complete norm for some e 4 0: ð6Þ
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This follows from the equality aðJ1þ eÞ ¼ ð1 þ eÞaðJÞ and the fact that the Boyd
a-index of a Banach ideal does not exceed 1.
Several important classes of ideals like Lorentz idealsLpðjÞ;Marcinkiewicz ideals

MpðcÞ; Orlicz ideals LM and L
ð0Þ

M (cf. Section 4.7 below) are defined in
terms of data consisting of a positive real parameter p 4 0 and a certain auxiliary
sequence or function (in the case of Orlicz ideals). We give complete characteriza-
tions of the condition J ¼ ½BðHÞ; J� purely in terms of the associated data for each of
the above-mentioned classes of ideals (see Theorems 5.21, 5.24 and 5.25). The proofs
of these characterizations combine Theorem 5.6 with the analysis performed in
Chapter 3.
In order to keep this introduction within a reasonable length, we shall only signal

two additional topics worthy of being mentioned here: the -operation (the internal

tensor product mentioned earlier) and an intriguing double inequality in which it
appears (cf. inequalities (70) and (75)). The -operation plays an essential role in
Section 7 where we devote our attention to the single commutator space ½BðHÞ; J �1
(see especially the proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.10). It is also of central
importance for determining the cyclic homology and algebraic K-theory of operator
ideals.
The article is organized as follows. The first two sections are preliminary and

should be viewed as a helpful compendium of notations, definitions and
constructions. We strived for a clear and thorough exposition in the hope that
this material may become, in conjunction with Section 4, a ‘‘standard reference’’
for the subject of operator ideals. Section 3 contains a number of results impor-
tant independently as well as in conjunction with the material of Section 5. The
latter is devoted entirely to the statement and proof of the main result, Theorem 5.6,
and many of its consequences and other results relying on it. Several of the
latter combine Theorem 5.6 with results of Section 3. In Section 6 we establish
upper bounds on the number of commutators required to represent an element
of ½I ; J� as a sum of commutators. In Section 7 we prove that at least some of
these bounds are optimal, and we also give a sufficient condition for an
operator to be represented as a single commutator. In these last two sections we
were influenced by some results and techniques developed by Anderson et al. (cf.
[3,5,18]).
The following remarks are designed to help the first-time reader in navigating to

Theorem 5.6 in the shortest amount of time.
Begin by reading the first three sections of Section 4. All the necessary terminology

and notation is explained in Sections 1–3, 6 and 8 of Chapter 1, and in Sections 1, 5 and

7 of Chapter 2. Then continue by reading the first five sections of Chapter 5 which lead

to Theorem 5.6 and its proof.
The present article represents the final stage of a long development. Several of its

main results have been obtained during the period 1994–1996, some as long ago as in
the late 1980s. This earlier phase of the development was reflected in the Odense
preprint [27]. The work reached its final form, except for some very minor details, in
the Fall 2000. An alternative approach to some results of Section 5 is presented in
[29,71].
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0.1 Preliminaries. We will treat interval ½ 0;N� as an ordered monoid in which
0 	N ¼ N 	 0 ¼ 0: Note that ½ 0;N� coincides with ððR�

þ ÞBÞB; where S / SB ¼
S@fzg denotes the functor that attaches a zero element to a semigroup S:4 By using

the set automorphism t / t�1; we define division in ½ 0;N� as a=b ab�1:

The absolute value map j j extends to the map j j : C- ½ 0;N� where C ¼ R þ Ri

and R ¼ ½�N;N�: It is also convenient to extend the usual ‘‘p-norms’’, p 4 0; to

functions a :C
G
- ½ 0;N�

jjajjp sup
F CG

X
gAF

jagjp
 !1=p

where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets F of a given set G; and to put

jjajj
N

supjaj  sup
gAG

jagj:

1. Symmetric vector subspaces of CC

1.1. The monoid EmbðGÞ. For a given set G; the collection of all injective maps

EmbðGÞ f f :G0:G j G0 DGg

forms naturally a monoid under the composition law

Dom g ∩ g−1 (Dom f )

Dom f

g f

f   g˚ �

Note that idG is the neutral element and the empty mapping + :+-G is the
zero element.

The antipode map f / f w; where f w : f ðGÞ-G is given by f wðgÞ ¼ f �1ðgÞ; is an
anti-involution of the monoid EmbðGÞ:
There are four important submonoids in EmbðGÞ:

EG consists of all self-embeddings G-G;
Ew
G which is the image of EG under the antipode

w consists of all bijections

f :G0 !B G where G0 ranges over arbitrary subsets G0 DG of the same cardinality

as G;
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E�
G ¼ EG - Ew

G is the group of all bijections G!B G which is precisely the group of

invertible elements of the monoid EmbðGÞ;

the submonoid formed by all inclusion maps G0+G is canonically isomorphic to
the monoid ð2G; -Þ; this allows us to view ð2G; -Þ as a submonoid of EmbðGÞ:

For an infinite set G; every element in EmbðGÞ admits a factorization f wg for

some f ; gAEG; i.e., EmbðGÞ ¼ Ew
GEG f f wg j f ; gAEGg: On the other hand,

EGE
w
G aEmbðGÞ: In fact, EGE

w
G is not even a submonoid.

1.2. The action on CG. The monoid EmbðGÞ acts naturally on the product vector
space CG:

ð f�aÞg
ad if gA f ðG0Þ and f ðdÞ ¼ g;

0 otherwise:

�
ð7Þ

(We shall write the argument of a function a : G-C as a subscript to emphasize that
we think of a as being a ‘‘G-indexed sequence’’.)
This action is continuous in the product topology. The subalgebra of the algebra

LðCGÞ of continuous linear operators on CG; which is generated by the group E�
G

and the monoid 2G CEmbðGÞ; automatically contains also EG and E
w
G; and therefore

contains the whole monoid EmbðGÞ: Even more: if G0 DG is a subset such that
jG0j ¼ jG\G0j ¼ jGj; then the aforementioned subalgebra is generated by E�

G and

G0 A 2G alone.
We conclude that any vector subspace V DCG which is symmetric (i.e., E�

G-

invariant; cf. [40, Section 14]), and divisible (i.e., invariant under the projection
G0

� : a / ajG0 for at least one subset G0 CG such jG0j ¼ jG\G0j ¼ jGj) is auto-
matically invariant under the action of the whole monoid EmbðGÞ:
An example of a divisible vector subspace V DCG is provided by a solid subspace,

i.e., an cNðGÞ-submodule of CG:

1.3. Rearrangements. For an infinite set G; the relation on CG defined by
membership in an EG-orbit:

a0 A ðEGÞ�a ð8Þ

is not an equivalence relation, since EG is not a group. The smallest equivalence
relation containing (8) is

aA ðEGÞ�a00 and a0 A ðEGÞ�a00 for some a00 ACG

or, equivalently,

ðEGÞ�a - ðEGÞ�a0 a |:
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In this case, we shall say that a0 is a rearrangement of the function a: Thus, for an
infinite set G; the rearrangements of a are obtained, loosely speaking, by possibly
adding or removing some zero entries and reindexing the result with set G: The set of
all rearrangements of a

1aU
[

bACG

ðEGÞ�a - ðEGÞ�ba |

ðEGÞ�b ð9Þ

will be called the quasiorbit of a:
We shall say also that V DCG is a rearrangement invariant (r.i.) subspace of CG if

1aUCV whenever aAV :
For divisible vector subspaces the properties of being symmetric, EG-invariant,

ðEGÞw-invariant, rearrangement invariant and EmbðGÞ-invariant are all equivalent.

1.4. Rearrangement invariant Banach–Köthe (BK) spaces. A Banach space V DCG

such that the coordinate functionals a / ag ðgAGÞ are bounded on its unit ball is
called a BK-space (cf. [73, p. 29]). Every continuous linear map A :CG -CG which
preserves V is automatically bounded in view of the Closed Graph Theorem. In
particular, if a BK-space V is divisible and symmetric then the whole monoid
EmbðGÞ acts on V in a bounded way. This action is actually uniformly bounded. We
record this fact, which generalizes [42], without proof.

1.5. Proposition. If a BK-space V DCG is EmbðGÞ-invariant then

supfjj f�jj j f AEmbðGÞg o N ð10Þ

where jj f�jj denotes the norm of the operator f� :V -V :

Thus the assignment

jjajj0 supfjj f�ajj j f AEmbðGÞg

defines an equivalent norm on V enjoying the following properties:

for every f AEG; f� is an isometry; ð11aÞ

for every f AEG; f � ð f wÞ� has norm 1 and is an isometry on the image
of the projection f ðGÞ� : a / aj f ðGÞ ð f � is 0 on the kernel of f ðGÞ�Þ; ð11bÞ

every projection G0
� ; where +aG0 DG; has norm 1: ð11cÞ

Technically speaking, a Köthe norm on an r.i.-subspace U DCG (i.e., a norm

stronger than the product topology on CG) is rearrangement invariant if it satisfies
just condition (11a). However, if the norm-completion UB is divisible the additional
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conditions (11b)–(11c) follow. An r.i. vector space U DCZþ ; equipped with an r.i.
norm will be called an r.i. normed space, and an r.i. BK-space if complete.

1.6. Symmetric solid subspaces V DCG. When a monoid N acts on a monoid M (an
action of a monoid N on an object c of a category C is the same as a monoid
homomorphism r :N -HomCðc; cÞÞ; there is an associated semi-direct product
M sN which is itself a monoid: ðm; nÞðm0; n0Þ ¼ ðmrnðm0Þ; nn0Þ:
The semidirect product cNðGÞsEmbðGÞ of EmbðGÞ and the multiplicative

monoid of cNðGÞ acts naturally on CG:

ðb; f Þ� : a / bf�a

and cNðGÞsEmbðGÞ-invariant vector subspaces V DCG are precisely symmetric
solid subspaces.

1.7. Proposition. If a BK-space V DCG is symmetric and solid then

supfjjðb; f Þ�jj j bA cNðGÞ; f AEmbðGÞg o N: ð12Þ

Indeed, one shows that

supfjjb�jj j bA cNðGÞg o N ð13Þ

quite similarly to how one proves Proposition 1.5, and (13) combined with (10) gives
(12). Since operators ðb; f Þ� form a monoid, the cNðGÞsEmbðGÞ-action on V is

contractive with respect to the equivalent norm:

jjajj0 supfjjðb; f Þ�ajj j bA cNðGÞ; f AEmbðGÞg:

An cNðGÞsEmbðGÞ-invariant BK-space will be called a contractive symmetric

solid (c.s.s.) BK-space if jjðb; f Þ�jj p 1 for all bA cNðGÞ and f AEmbðGÞ:
Returning to general symmetric solid subspaces V DCG; if G is finite the only

symmetric solid subspaces of CG are 0 and CG: For G countable, it is well known (cf.
e.g. [32]) and easy to see that V ¼ CG unless V D cNðGÞ and, in the latter case,
V ¼ cNðGÞ unless V D c0ðGÞ: For an uncountable set G; the situation is not so
simple but is essentially governed by the structure of the cardinal number jGj: This
will be of no interest to us in the present article. Subsequently, the focus will be on

the countable case, in which, with the single exception of CG; symmetric solid

subspaces of CG are precisely symmetric, i.e., E�
G-invariant ideals in the ring of cNðGÞ:

1.8. Two binary operations on CG. The disjoint union of sets induces the direct sum
operation

CG� CG0
-CG@G0

; ða; a0Þ / a"a0;
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where

ða"a0Þg
ag if gAG;

a0g if gAG0

�
while the cartesian product of sets induces the tensor product operation

CG � CG0
-CG�G0

; ða; a0Þ / a#a0;

where ða#a0Þðg;g0Þ aga0g0 :
We shall make use of these operations in Section 3.

2. Characteristic sets

2.1. We shall refer frequently to a number of operations on sequences. Thus, the
partial-sum sequence:

a / sðaÞ; snðaÞ a1 þ ? þ an; ð14Þ

the difference sequence:

a / Da; Dna
a1 for n ¼ 1;
an � an�1 for n 4 1

�
the reverse difference sequence:

a / D�a; D�
n a an � anþ1;

the arithmetic mean sequence:

a / aa; ðaaÞn snðaÞ=n

and the t-scansion, tA ð0;NÞ;

a / t�a; ðt�aÞn aJtnn

define,5 linear operators on CZþ : The operator Dm of m-fold repetition of each term

coincides with ð1=mÞ�:
In what follows, we shall encounter the sequence 1 ¼ ð1; 0; 0;yÞ as well as the

sequences 1m ¼ Dm1 ¼ ð1;y1|fflffl{zfflffl}
m times

; 0; 0;yÞ and o ¼ 1a ¼ ð1; 1
2
; 1
3
;yÞ: Any sequence
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aA c0 ¼ c0ðZþ Þ is represented by the series

a ¼
XN
m¼1

ðD�
maÞ1m ð15Þ

which converges in c0:
If aA c1ðZþ Þ then we have also the operation of the ‘‘arithmetic mean at infinity’’:

a / aaN ; ðaaNÞn

1

n

XN
i¼nþ1

ai: ð16Þ

2.2. If X is a nonempty subset of R
Zþ

; where R ¼ ½�N;N�; then supX and inf X

are the corresponding supremum and infimum in the partially ordered set R
Zþ

; i.e.,
they are the sequences

ðsupXÞn ¼ supfan j aAXg

and

ðinf XÞn ¼ inffan j aAXg:

It is customary to write supfa; bg ¼ a3b and inffa; bg ¼ a4b:

On the other hand, for a sequence aAR
Zþ
; sup a supfan j nAZþgAR; and

inf a is defined similarly.

2.3. Monotonic envelopes. For a sequence aAR
Zþ
; we shall occasionally refer to the

upper or lower nondecreasing, or nonincreasing, envelopes of a: They are defined as
follows:

undnðaÞ sup
ipn

ai;

lndnðaÞ inf
iXn

ai ð17Þ

and

uninðaÞ sup
iXn

ai;

lninðaÞ inf
ipn

ai: ð18Þ

2.4. The Matuszewska indices of monotonic sequences. For any xA ð0;NÞZþ the
sequence

%xm sup
m�x
x

ð19aÞ
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is submultiplicative while

%
x

m
inf

m�x
x

ð19bÞ

is supermultiplicative. Note that 1=%x ¼ ð1=xÞ and 1=
%
x ¼ ð1=xÞ:

By analogy with the Matuszewska indices of functions we shall consider the
following invariants of a monotonic sequence x:

aðxÞ lim
m-N

log %xm

logm
¼ inf

mX2

log %xm

logm
ð20aÞ

and

bðxÞ lim
m-N

log
%
x

m

logm
¼ sup

mX2

log
%
x

m

logm
ð20bÞ

(cf. [44,47] and the two part article [45]–[46], and Sections 1.52–56 of [46], especially).
By definition, �N p bðxÞ p aðxÞ p N; aðxx0Þ p aðxÞ þ aðx0Þ and also

að1=xÞ ¼ �bðxÞ: ð21Þ

For a nondecreasing sequence the condition aðxÞ o N is equivalent to the so called
D2-condition

%x2 o N: ð22Þ

2.5. Let c$0 denote the set of all nonincreasing real sequences lA c0ðZþ Þ:
For every aA c0ðZþ Þ; the quasiorbit 1jajU (cf. Section 1.3 above) contains a

unique element of c$0 which will be denoted a$: This defines a nonadditive map

$: c0ðZþ Þ- c$0 : If G is a countable set then a bijection of f : G!B Zþ induces an

isomorphism of algebras c0ðGÞ!B c0ðZþ Þ whose composition with $ does not

depend on the choice of f; since$ is constant on quasiorbits. The canonical map
c0ðGÞ- c$0 thus obtained will be denoted a / a$ too.
Using the$-operation, one can define the internal direct sum:

: c$0 � c$0 - c$0 ; ðl; mÞ / l m ðl"mÞ$;

and the internal tensor product

: c$0 � c$0 - c$0 ; ðl; mÞ / l m ðl#mÞ$:

Both are associative and commutative operations on c$0 : The sequence 1 ¼
ð1; 0; 0;yÞ serves as the neutral element for :
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The following two simple double inequalities are sometimes useful:

2.6. Lemma. (a) For any l; mA c$0 ;

l3m p l m p ðl3mÞ 2 ¼ D2ðl3mÞ:

(b) For any l; mA ½ 0;NÞZþ ;

l3m p l þ m ¼ l3m þ l4m p 2ðl3mÞ:

A subset C D c$0 will be called:

(a) solid if l p m and mAC imply lAC;
(b) radial if ½ 0;NÞC ¼ C;
(c) additive if l; mAC implies l þ mAC:

A radial additive subset C D c$0 will be also called a cone.

2.7. Let G be countable. It is easy to see that the image under the$-operation
S S$D c$0 of any symmetric solid vector subspace S D c0ðGÞ; possesses the
following property:

ðCh SÞ If lA c$0 ; m; nAS and l ¼ Oðm nÞ then lAS:

Any subset S of c$0 with this property will be called a characteristic set. In view of

Lemma 2.6, a subset SC c$0 is characteristic precisely when S is a D2-invariant solid

subcone of c$0 ; i.e., D2SCS:

2.8. There is a number of operations involving characteristic sets. The following
two give rise to binary operations on the lattice of characteristic sets which
will be denoted L; they are associative, commutative and respect the partial order
of L:

(i) (Product): SS0 flA c$0 j l ¼ OðmnÞ for some mAS and nAS0g;
(ii) (Internal tensor product):

S S0 flA c$0 j l p m m0 for some mAS and m0 AS0g:

The set c$f flA c$0 j cardðsupp lÞ o Ng is the neutral element for :

The following operations involve an arbitrary nonempty subset X C ½ 0;N�Zþ :

(iii) (Quotient): S:X flA c$0 j l mxA$�1ðSÞ for all xAX and mAZþg:

If every element of X is dominated by one that satisfies the condition

x2n þ x2nþ1 ¼ OðxnÞ
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then S:X ¼ flA c$0 j lxA$�1ðSÞ for all xAXg (cf. Lemma 2.6). If, furthermore, X
consists of nonincreasing sequences then S:X ¼ flA c$0 j lX DSg:

(iv) (Köthe dual): X� c$1 :X :

The next two operations require that X be a directed subset of ½ 0;N�Zþ in order for
the following to be characteristic sets:

(v) (Pre-arithmetic mean): aX flA c$0 j la ¼ OðxÞ for some xAXg;
(vi) (Arithmetic mean): Xa flA c$0 j l ¼ OðxaÞ for some xAXg:

Finally we mention

(vii) (Real powers). X s fls j lAXg; sA ð0;NÞ:

The fact that aX and Xa are characteristic sets follows from the inequalities

ðD2ðxÞÞa p 2xa and D2ðxaÞ p 2xa; which hold for any xA ½ 0;N�Zþ ; and from

Lemma 2.6. We shall call Xa the arithmetic mean (characteristic) set of X (briefly,
am-set of X ) and aX the pre-arithmetic mean set of X (briefly, pre-am set of X ). The
induced operations on L

S / S� ðaSÞa and S / S�
aðSaÞ

are idempotent and are involved in the chain of inclusions:

S� DSDS�:

The set S� will be called the am-interior and S� the am-closure of S: It is logical to
call S am-open if S ¼ S� and am-closed if S ¼ S�:

2.9. Gauged radial sets. A monotonic and homogeneous function :C - ½ 0;N� on
a radial set C D c$0 will be called a gauge:

(a) (Monotonicity): l p m ) ðlÞ p ðmÞ;
(b) (Homogeneity): ðtlÞ ¼ t ðlÞ for all lAC and tA ½ 0;NÞ:

If C is a cone and satisfies also the following conditions:

(c) (Triangle inequality). ðl þ mÞ p ðlÞ þ ðmÞ for all l; mAC;
(d) (Nondegeneracy). ðlÞ 4 0 if la 0;

then will be called a cone norm (or c-norm for short). Note that a finite gauge on a
cone C satisfies the triangle inequality if and only if the set

BðC; Þ flAC j ðlÞ p 1g ð23Þ

is convex.
Returning to the general case, a gauge on a radial set C induces associated

gauges on C1=p fl1=p j lACg for all p 4 0:

pðmÞ ð ðmpÞÞ1=p ðmAC1=pÞ: ð24Þ
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2.10. Lemma. If a finite gauge on a solid cone C satisfies the triangle inequality so do

the gauges p for all p X 1:

Proof. It follows from Hölder’s inequality that the powers B1=p; for p X 1; of a given

convex solid subset BD c$0 are convex. By applying this to the set (23) we infer that

the sets

ðBðC; ÞÞ1=p ¼ BðC1=p; p Þ ðp X 1Þ

are convex.

Note that C1=p is a cone, for any p X 1; in view of the special case of Hölder’s

inequality ðl þ mÞp p 2p�1ðlp þ mpÞ and the hypothesis that C is a solid cone. &

We shall say that a finite gauge :C - ½ 0;NÞ is complete if
P

N

m¼0 lm AC

whenever lm AC and
P

N

m¼0 ðlmÞ o N: Given e 4 0; we shall say that is e-

complete if p :C
1=p - ½ 0;NÞ is complete for p ¼ 1=e: Note that an e-complete

gauge is nondegenerate; i.e., it satisfies condition (d) above.

2.11. Lemma. Let L :C -C0 be a homogeneous order preserving map between radial

sets equipped with gauges and 0; respectively. If 0 is finite and is e-complete for at

least one e 4 0 then L is bounded, i.e.,

jjLjj ; 0 sup
lAC

0ðLðlÞÞ
ðlÞ o N:

Proof. Consider the map Lp :C
1=p - ðC0Þ1=p given by

LpðmÞ LðmpÞ1=p ðmAC1=pÞ:

Noting that

jjLpjj
p;

0
p
¼ ðjjLjj ; 0 Þ1=p ð25Þ

reduces the proof of the lemma to the special case e ¼ 1:
Suppose that jjLjj ¼ N: Since the gauge is nondegenerate, there exist nonzero

lm AC; m X 1; such that 0ðLðlmÞÞ X m3 ðlmÞ 4 0: Set mm
1

m2 ðlmÞ
lm: Then

0ðLðmmÞÞ X
0ðLðlmÞÞ

m2 ðlmÞ
X m:

In view of the completeness of C; the sequence m
P

N

m¼1 mm belongs to C but
0ðLðmÞÞ X 0ðLðmmÞÞ X m for all mAZþ : &
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2.12. Corollary. If C admits an e-complete gauge ; for some e 4 0; then

sup
lAC

0ðlÞ
ðlÞ o N

for any finite gauge 0: In particular, if 0 is e0-complete, for some e0 4 0; then 0 is

equivalent to :

2.13. In view of the above, we shall say that a radial set C D c$0 is e-complete if it

admits an e-complete gauge. Note that such a set is automatically a cone. In fact, a
complete solid cone C always admits an equivalent cone norm.

2.14. Proposition. If is an e-complete gauge on a solid cone C; then Ce admits a

complete c-norm equivalent to p where p ¼ 1=e:

Proof. Since the powers of a complete solid cone are solid, it suffices to consider only
the case e ¼ 1: Define a function 0 :C - ½ 0;NÞ by the formula

0ðlÞ inff
XN
c¼1

ðlcÞ j lc AC and l p
XN
c¼1

llg:

If l; mAC then clearly 0ðlÞ p ðlÞ; 0ðl þ mÞ p 0ðlÞ þ 0 ðmÞ and also
0ðlÞ p 0ðmÞ whenever l p m: Thus 0 is a c-norm on C and is dominated by :
Note that 0ðlÞ X ajjljj

N
; where a ¼ ð1Þ; hence 0 dominates the cN norm. The

equivalence of and 0 will follow from Corollary 2.12 as soon as we prove that 0 is
complete.

To this end, suppose that l1; l2;yAC and
P

N

c¼1
0ðlcÞ o N:

Let us choose sequences llm AC so that, for each cAZþ ; one has lc p
P

N

m¼1 lcm

and
P

N

m¼1 ðlcmÞ p 2 0ðlcÞ: The sequence m
P

N

c;m¼1 lcm belongs to C in view of

the completeness of : Since l
P

N

c¼1 lc p
P

N

c;m¼1 lcm ¼ m and C is solid, the

latter set contains l: &

The following result besides possessing an intrinsic interest will be used in the
proof of Theorem 3.5 below.

2.15. Proposition. Any e-complete solid cone C D c$0 is e0-complete for any e0 A ð0; e �:

The proof will be based on the following.

2.16. Lemma. Let a gauge :C - ½ 0;NÞ satisfying the triangle inequality be given on

a solid cone C D c$0 : Then, for any l; mAC1=p and p X 1; the sequence ðl þ mÞp � ðmÞp

belongs to C and

ððl þ mÞp � mpÞ p p pðlÞ pðl þ mÞp�1: ð26Þ
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Proof. Since the sequence ðl þ mÞp � ðmÞp is monotonic and C is solid, the former
belongs to C:
Inequality (26) needs a proof only for p 4 1: To do that we begin by invoking the

numeric double inequality:

ðb þ cÞp � cp p pbðb þ cÞp�1 p ðabÞp þ ðp � 1Þa
p
1�pðb þ cÞp ða; b; c X 0; p 4 1Þ:

ð27Þ

The first estimate in (27) follows easily from the inequality 1� ð1� xÞp p px; while
the other is a consequence of Young’s inequality xy p ð1=pÞxp þ ð1=qÞyq where
q p=ðp � 1Þ:
By applying inequality (27) coordinatewise in combination with the triangle

inequality for ; we obtain the inequality

ððl þ mÞp � mpÞ p ap
pðlÞp þ ðp � 1Þa

p
1�p

pððl þ mÞÞp: ð28Þ

If ðlÞ ¼ 0 then inequality (28) becomes

ððl þ mÞp � mpÞ p ðp � 1Þa
p
1�p

pððl þ mÞÞp

and the arbitrariness of a 4 0 shows that ððl þ mÞp � mpÞ ¼ 0: If ðlÞ 4 0 then

letting a ¼ ð pðl þ mÞ= pðlÞÞðp�1Þ=p in (28) gives inequality (26). &

Proof of Proposition 2.15. By replacing C with the corresponding power of C; the
assertion reduces to the case when C is complete with respect to some finite gauge :
We shall prove that C is then also e-complete for eA ð0; 1�: In view of Proposition
2.14, we can assume to be a c-norm.

Suppose that l1; l2;yACe andM
P

N

m¼1 pðlmÞ o N where p ¼ 1=e: In view

of Lemma 2.16, the sequences

tm ðl1 þ ? þ lmÞp � ðl1 þ ? þ lm�1Þp ðm X 2Þ;

belong to C and satisfy the inequality

XN
m¼2

ðtmÞ p p
XN
m¼2

pðlmÞ pðl1 þ ? þ lmÞp�1 p pMp�1
XN
m¼2

pðlmÞ ¼ pMpoN

(note that pðl1 þ ? þ lmÞ p pðl1Þ þ ? þ pðlmÞ in view of Lemma 2.10). Since
is complete, the sequence m lp

1 þ
P

N

m¼2 tm belongs to C: Accordingly, the

sequence
P

N

m¼1 lm ¼ me belongs to Ce; which shows that the c-norm p is

complete. &

We shall now introduce certain numeric invariants of e-complete characteristic
sets.
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2.17. The Boyd a-index. If a characteristic set SC c$0 is e-complete, for some

e 4 0; then the maps Dm : S-S are bounded in view of Lemma 2.11 and
the nondecreasing sequence m / jjDmjj is submultiplicative. In particular, its
Matuszewska’s a-index (20a) equals

aðSÞ lim
m-N

log jjDmjj
logm

¼ inf
m X 2

log jjDmjj
logm

: ð29Þ

The number aðSÞA ½ 0;NÞ depends only on S and not on the choice of an
e-complete gauge on S as follows from Corollary 2.12. We shall call it the Boyd

a-index of the e-complete characteristic set S:
Equality (25) when applied to L ¼ Dm and p ¼ 1=s; yields the useful equality

jjSs �!Dm Ssjj ¼ jjS �!Dm Sjjs; ð30Þ

which implies that

aðSsÞ ¼ saðSÞ:

By evaluating a gauge on finitely supported sequences 1n; one obtains a
nondecreasing sequence

n / fnð Þ ð1nÞ ð31Þ

which is called the fundamental sequence of : Let fmð Þ denote the submultiplicative
sequence (19a) associated with fð Þ: The inequality

fmð Þ p jjS �!Dm Sjj o N ð32Þ

shows that the fundamental sequence (31) of an e-complete gauge satisfies
the D2-condition, (22). Vice versa, any nondecreasing sequence j which satisfies
the D2-condition occurs as the fundamental sequence of a number of complete
characteristic sets, e.g., the normed characteristic sets c$

N
ðjÞ and c$ðjÞ discussed in

Sections 2.20–32. In either of these special cases fmð Þ ¼ jjDmjj:
The Matuszewska a-index að Þ aðfð ÞÞ of fð Þ will be called the fundamental

a-index of : The fundamental index satisfies the inequality

að Þ p aðSÞ;

which follows from (32), and it depends only on the equivalence class of restricted

to c$f : In particular,

afunðSÞ að Þ ð33Þ

is independent of the choice of gauge on S; provided is e-complete for some
e 4 0: We shall call (33) the fundamental a-index of a characteristic set S:
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2.18. A symmetric (i.e., E�
G-invariant) norm jj jj on a symmetric solid sequence space

S C c0ðGÞ induces, when G is countable, a c-norm on the characteristic set S$C c$0 :

However, for a c-norm : S$- ½ 0;NÞ; the symmetric extension of to S:

x / jjxjj ðx$Þ ðxASÞ ð34Þ

need not satisfy the triangle inequality on S: If it does, then the fundamental
sequence f ¼ fð Þ is quasiconcave; i.e.,

f is nondecreasing and fo is nonincreasing: ð35Þ

This well-known fact has a simple proof. Let E be a set of cardinality n þ 1: By
removing single elements one obtains n þ 1 subsets E1;y;Enþ1CE; each of
cardinality n: Since wE1

þ ? þ wEn þ 1 ¼ nwE ; we obtain the inequality

nfnþ1ð Þ ¼ jjnwE jj p jjwE1
jj þ ? þ jjwEn þ 1 jj ¼ ðn þ 1Þfnð Þ:

Every quasiconcave sequence is equivalent to a concave sequence (the proof of
Proposition 5.10 in Chapter 2 of [9] can be easily adapted to the sequence case).
We shall also mention without proof another fact which is better known in the

case of functions on intervals ½ 0;NÞ or ½ 0; b�:

If aðjÞ o 1 then j ^ c for some concave sequence cA ð0;NÞZþ: ð36Þ

Conversely, every concave sequence must satisfy ccm p mcc; for all c;mAZþ ;
which implies that aðcÞ p 1: If j ^ c then aðjÞ ¼ aðcÞ p 1: The sequence jm ¼
1 þ logm! is not equivalent to a concave sequence yet aðjÞ ¼ 1:

2.19. Remark. David W. Boyd defined his a- and b-indices (also called the upper and
the lower Boyd indices, respectively) for Banach spaces of functions on measure
spaces [14,15]. In this article we are concerned with the a-index and in the sequence

case only. However, we define it, as well as the fundamental a-index, in the context of
e-complete characteristic sets and gauges which is significantly more general than the
traditional context of Banach sequence spaces and the corresponding Banach norms.
When the functional (34) satisfies the triangle inequality our definition agrees with
Boyd’s. His b-index can be likewise defined in the context of e-complete
characteristic sets.

The subadditivity of the operation c0- c$0

x / ðx$Þa ð37Þ

(see [25], Example (4.1); cf. also [41]) implies that, for a c-norm on any cone

C C c$0 ; the correspondence

x / ððx$ÞaÞ ð38Þ
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defines a symmetric norm on the symmetric sequence space S D c0ðGÞ defined by the
equality S$ ¼ aC; cf. Section 2.8(v). Probably a majority of Banach symmetric
sequence spaces present in the literature appear in this way.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a brief discussion of certain important

types of characteristic sets. Practically all standard examples are included among or
are easily derived from them.

2.20. For any subset

CC faA ½ 0;N�Zþ j sup a ¼ Ng; ð39Þ

let cNðCÞ fxA c0 j jjxjjN;c jjx$cjj
N

o N for some cACg:
The c-norms jj jj

N;c do not change if we replace c by the upper nondecreasing
envelope f undðcÞ; cf. Section 2.3 above. When C consists of a single element c
then we shall write cNðcÞ instead of cNðfcgÞ:

2.21. Lemma. For any nonempty and at most countable set C (cf. (39)) the following

conditions are equivalent:

(a) c$
N
ðCÞ is e-complete for every e 4 0;

(b) c$
N
ðCÞ is e-complete for some e 4 0;

(c) there exists c0AC such that c$
N
ðCÞ ¼ c$

N
ðc0Þ; i.e.,

c0 ¼ OðundðcÞÞ ð40Þ

for any cAC:

Proof. For any unbounded sequence cA ½ 0;NÞZþ the cone c$
N
ðcÞ cNðcÞ$ is

obviously complete. Since ðc$
N
ðcÞÞe ¼ c$

N
ðceÞ; the previous remark applied to ce

shows that c$
N
ðcÞ is e-complete for every e 4 0:

Suppose that is an e-complete gauge on c$
N
ðCÞ; for some e 4 0: Let us consider

the corresponding set of upper nondecreasing envelopes F fundðcÞ jcACg: In
view of Lemma 2.11 applied to the inclusion c$

N
ðjÞ+c$

N
ðCÞ; one has

bj sup
lA c$

N
ðjÞ

ðlÞ
jjljj

N;j
o N ðjAFÞ:

Choose a function a :F- ð0;NÞ such that
P

ajðbjÞe o N:

In view of the e-completeness of c$
N
ðCÞ ¼ c$

N
ðFÞ and the fact that

X
pðaj=jeÞ p

X
ajðbjÞejj1=jejj

N;je ¼
X

ajðbjÞe o N;
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where p ¼ 1=e; the sequence

m
X
jAF

ajð1=jeÞ

belongs to ðc$
N
ðFÞÞe: The membership in ðc$

N
ðFÞÞe means that jjmjj

N;je
0
o N for

some j0AF: This, in turn, means that

jjj0=jjjN p
jjmjj

N;je
0

aj

 !p

o N ðjAFÞ;

which implies (40). &

2.22. Characteristic sets OX . For any subset X D c$0 ;

OX flA c$0 j l ¼ Oðp1 ? pcÞ for some p1;y; pc AXg

is the smallest characteristic set which contains X : We shall call it the characteristic

set generated by X D c$0 : When X ¼ fpg we shall call Op Ofpg the principal

characteristic set associated with the sequence pA c$0 : Finally, for aA c0; we set

Oa Oa$: The set of monotonic sequences having finitely many nonzero terms, c$f ;

coincides with O1:
Finitely generated characteristic set are principal. This follows from the equality

Ofp1;y;pcg ¼ Op1þ?þpc :

Any characteristic set S is the filtered union
S

lAS c
$
N
ð1=lÞ; so for countably

generated ones we have the following corollary of Lemma 2.21.

2.23. Corollary. For any countably generated characteristic set SD c$0 ; the following

conditions are equivalent:

(a) S is e-complete for every e 4 0;
(b) S is e-complete for some e 4 0;
(c) S is the principal ideal Op for some sequence pA c$0 whose reciprocal satisfies the

D2-condition (22).

In this case the Boyd and the fundamental indices coincide. Note that 1=p satisfies
the D2-condition precisely when p ^ p 2:

2.24. Lemma. If p ^ p 2 then the principal characteristic set Op coincides with the

gauged radial set c$
N
ð1=pÞ and thus is e-complete for every e 4 0; with 1=p serving as its
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fundamental sequence and jjDmjj given by

jjDmjj ¼ sup
p

m�p
¼ 1=

%
pm; ð41Þ

cf. (19a). In particular, the Boyd and the fundamental indices coincide and are equal to

the negative of the Matuszewska b-index of sequence p:

aðOpÞ ¼ �bðpÞ: ð42Þ

Proof. For lA c$0 ; jjDml=pjjN ¼ jjl m=pjj
N

¼ jjl=m�pjj
N
and therefore

jjDmjj ¼ sup
lAOp

jjl=m�pjj
N
=jjl=pjj

N
p sup

lAOp

jjðl=m�pÞ=ðl=pÞjj
N

¼ jjp=m�pjj
N

¼ 1=
%
pm

which equals fmðOpÞ: Equality (42) follows from (41); cf. (21). &

2.25. Lorentz sequence spaces. For a nondecreasing sequence jA ½ 0;NÞZþ; let

cðjÞ faA c0 j jjajjcðjÞ jja$Djjj1 o Ng:

The gauge jj jjcðjÞ is a c-norm if j1 4 0: This condition can be enforced by

modifying finitely many initial terms of j if j is not identically zero. The space cðjÞ
does not change in the process. This allows us to focus on the case of jA ð0;NÞZþ :

Equipped with the c-norm jj jj; the Lorentz cone c$ðjÞ cðjÞ$ is e-complete for

every e p 1: In fact, the cone c$p ðjÞ c$ðjÞ1=p is equipped, for p X 1; with the

complete c-norm

jjljjcpðjÞ ðjjlpjjcðjÞÞ
1=p

as follows, for example, from Lemma 2.10. The characteristic sets c$p ; 0 o p o 1;

demonstrate that c$ðjÞ is not, generally, e-complete for e 4 1: The fundamental
sequence fðjj jjcðjÞÞ coincides with j: Many properties of the Lorentz cone follow
from the following lemma.

2.26. Hardy’s Lemma. For any two nondecreasing sequences j;cA ð0;NÞZþ ; one has

sup
lA c$

0

jjljjcðjÞ
jjljjcðcÞ

¼ jjj=cjj
N
: ð43Þ

Moreover, cðcÞD cðjÞ if and only if j ¼ OðcÞ:

Recall from the introduction (p. 6) thatN=N ¼ N 	 0 ¼ 0 and, similarly, 0=0 ¼
0 	N¼ 0: Consequently, only lA c$ðcÞ contribute to the left-hand side of (43).
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Proof. Denote the left-hand side of (43) by K : Since jm ¼ jj1mjjcðjÞ and, likewise,
cm ¼ jj1mjjcðcÞ; we have K X jjj=cjj

N
: On the other hand, identity (15) combined

with the fact that D�l is nonnegative for lA c$0 yields the inequality

jjljjcðjÞ ¼ jjðD�lÞjjj1 p jjðD�lÞcjj1jjj=cjjN ¼ jjljjcðcÞjjj=cjjN:

If cðcÞD cðjÞ then the inclusion must be bounded by Lemma 2.11. Hence

jjj=cjj
N

¼ jjcðcÞ+cðjÞjj o N: & ð44Þ

2.27. Corollary. The Lorentz cone c$ðjÞ is D2-invariant, i.e., is a characteristic set, if

and only if j satisfies D2-condition (22). In this case, c$ðjÞ is the Köthe dual fDjg� of

the singleton set fDjg and

jjDmjj ¼ jm  jjm�j=jjj
N
: ð45Þ

In particular, the Boyd and the fundamental a-indices of c$ðjÞ coincide.

Proof. Formula (45) follows from the identity

jjDmljjcðjÞ ¼ jjljjcðm�fÞ

combined with (44). &

2.28. Corollary. cðjÞ ¼ cðcÞ if and only if j ^ c:

2.29. Lemma. jj jjcðjÞ is a norm on cðjÞ if and only if j is concave.

Note that a concave sequence j satisfies the D2-condition (22).

Proof. If j is concave then DjA c$0 and D�ðDjÞ is nonnegative. Since

sðða þ bÞ$Þ p sða$Þ þ sðb$Þ; cf. (37), this yields

jjx1 þ x2jjcðjÞ ¼ jjðx1 þ x2Þ$Djjj1 ¼ jjsððx1 þ x2Þ$ÞD�ðDjÞjj1

p jjðsðx$1 Þ þ sðx$2 ÞÞD�ðDjÞjj1

¼ jjðx$1 þ x$2 ÞDjjj1 ¼ jjx1jjcðjÞ þ jjx2jjcðjÞ:

Vice versa, suppose that jj jjcðjÞ satisfies the triangle inequality on cðjÞ: Let

xn ¼
1 if 1 p n p m � 1 or n ¼ m þ 1;
0 otherwise:

�
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Then

ð1m þ xÞn ¼
2 if 1 p n p m � 1;
1 if n ¼ m or m þ 1;
0 otherwise

8><>:
and

jm�1 þ jmþ1 ¼ jj1m þ xjjcðjÞ p jj1mjjcðjÞ þ jjxjjcðjÞ ¼ 2jm;

i.e., j is concave. &

It follows that cðjÞ is a symmetric Banach sequence space with an equivalent
norm precisely when f ^ c for some concave c: A necessary condition for this is
that aðjÞ p 1; while aðjÞ o 1 is sufficient, cf. (36) and the sentence following it.

2.30. Lemma. c$ðjÞ1=p is am-closed (cf. Section 2.8) if j is equivalent to a concave

sequence and p X 1:

Proof. Function x / xp; xA ½ 0;NÞ; is increasing and convex for p X 1: Hence,
the inequality sðlÞ p sðmÞ implies that sðlpÞ p sðmpÞ for p X 1 (cf. [25], (4.1), and
other references mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2.41 below). Since D�ðDjÞ is
nonnegative, the inequality jjlpjjcðjÞ p jjmpjjcðjÞ follows. &

2.31. Proposition. For any characteristic set Si c$0 ; equipped with a complete gauge

; one has the following double inclusion:

c$ðfð ÞÞDSD c$
N
ðfð ÞÞ ¼ O1=fð Þ:

More precisely,

jjlfð ÞjjN p ðlÞ ðlASÞ ð46Þ

and there exists a constant K 4 0 such that

ðlÞ p K jjljjcðfð ÞÞ ðlA c$ðfð ÞÞÞ: ð47Þ

Proof. On one hand, the inequality

jjlfð Þjj
N

¼ sup
m

lmfmð Þ ¼ sup
m

ðlm1mÞ p ðlÞ
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follows from the fact that lm1m p l for any lA c$0 and mAZþ : On the other hand,

for any lA c$0 ;

jjljjcðfð ÞÞ ¼
XN
m¼1

D�
ml ð1mÞ ¼

XN
m¼1

ððD�
mlÞ1mÞ:

The completeness of S implies that l ¼
P

N

m¼1 ðD�
mlÞ1m belongs to S if

jjljjcðfð ÞÞ oN: Inequality (47) then follows from Lemma 2.11. Finally, if

sup fð Þ oN; then Dfð ÞA c1 and c$ðfð ÞÞ ¼ c$0 : This would force S to coincide
with c$0 ; contrary to the hypothesis that Si c$0 : Thus 1=fð ÞA c$0 and inequality

(46) implies that SD c$
N
ðfð ÞÞ ¼ O1=fð Þ: &

2.32. Corollary. Any e-complete characteristic set S properly contains the union

c$p�
S

sop c$s where p ¼ 1=afunðSÞ:

Proof. If S is equipped with a complete gauge then S+c$ðfð ÞÞ; by the previous
proposition. Since fð Þ ¼ Oðo�rÞ for any r 4 aðfð ÞÞ; one has the inclusion

c$ðo�rÞi c$ðfð ÞÞ ðr 4 aðfð ÞÞÞ:

By combining this with the inclusions

c$s iOo1=s i c$ðo�rÞ ðs o 1=rÞ;

we deduce the inclusion c$p� CS; where p ¼ 1=afunðSÞ: This inclusion is proper, since
c$p� is not complete for any p 4 0 as is easy to see.

If is e-complete then c$r� iSe for r ¼ 1=afunðSeÞ ¼ 1=ðeafunðSÞÞ by the already
proven part of the corollary. &

2.33. Marcinkiewicz characteristic sets. For a nonzero cA ½ 0;NÞZþ ; the Marcin-
kiewicz sequence space

mðcÞ fxA c0 j jjxjjmðcÞ jjðx$ÞacjjN o Ng

is the pre-arithmetic mean space of cNðcÞ; the latter was defined in Section 2.20.
Since jj jjmðcÞ does not change if one replaces c by its upper nondecreasing envelope
undðcÞ; cf. (17) above, we may assume that c is nondecreasing in which case the
cone m$ðcÞ mðcÞ$ is the pre-am set of the singleton set f1=cg:

m$ðcÞ ¼ af1=cg: ð48Þ
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One has mðcÞ ¼ 0; c1 or c0 precisely when sup co ¼ N; 0 o lim co oN or
sup c oN; respectively. The case when sup c ¼ N and lim co ¼ 0 is therefore the
most interesting one with c1imðcÞi c0:
It follows from Proposition 2.15 or, more directly, from Minkowski’s Inequality

that m$ðcÞ is e-complete for any e p 1: The fundamental sequence f ¼ fðjj jjmðcÞÞ is
given by

fðjj jjmðcÞÞ ¼ und uniðcoÞ
o

� �
; ð49Þ

cf. (17)–(18) and jj jjmðcÞ ¼ jj jjmðfÞ: The sequence f is quasiconcave; cf. (35). If c is
quasiconcave then fðjj jjmðcÞÞ ¼ c; hence the fundamental sequence of jj jjmðcÞ is the

unique quasiconcave sequence for which the associated Marcinkiewicz norm
coincides with jj jjmðcÞ: If both c and c0 are quasiconcave then mðcÞ ¼ mðc0Þ if
and only if c ^ c0: This follows from Lemma 2.11.

Since 1=ðfoÞ is quasiconcave, we infer that 1=ðfoÞ ^ sðpÞ for some pA c$0 : It

follows that m$ðcÞ ¼ m$ðfÞ ¼ ðOpÞ�; the am-closure of the principal characteristic
set Op; cf. Section 2.8.

2.34. Proposition. The Boyd and the fundamental a-indices of m$ðcÞ coincide:

aðm$ðcÞÞ ¼ aðfðjj jjmðcÞÞ:

Moreover,

aðm$ðcÞÞ ¼ 1� bðsðpÞÞ;

where pA c$0 is any sequence such that

pa ^
1

fðjj jjmðcÞÞ
ð50Þ

and bðsðpÞÞ is the Matuszewska index (20b) of the sequence of partial sums of p:

Proof. For any lA c$0 ; one has

jjDmljjmð1=paÞ ¼ sup
sðl mÞ
sðpÞ ¼ sup msðlÞ

m�sðpÞ:

Hence

jjDmljjmð1=paÞ
jjljjmð1=paÞ

p sup
msðlÞ
m�sðpÞ

sðlÞ
sðpÞ

 � �
¼ sup msðpÞ

m�sðpÞ

¼ m

inf m�sðpÞ=sðpÞ ¼fmðjj jjmð1=paÞÞ;
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since fðjj jjmð1=paÞÞ ¼ 1=pa: In general, mðcÞ ¼ mð1=paÞ for pA c$0 satisfying (50).

The Boyd and the fundamental a-indices coincide with those of mð1=paÞ and
jj jjmð1=paÞ; respectively. &

The following proposition is rather well-known though not, perhaps, the proof
given below. Compare this proposition with Proposition 2.31.

2.35. Proposition. Let jj jj : S - ½ 0;NÞ be a symmetric norm on a symmetric solid

sequence space S D c0: Then,

jj jjmðfÞ p jj jj ð51Þ

on S where f ¼ fðjj jjÞ is the fundamental sequence of jj jj:

Proof. Let En denote the set of all bijections f : Zþ -Zþ such that f ðmÞ ¼ m for
m 4 n: Then,

1

n!

X
fAEn

f�ðl1nÞ ¼ ðlaÞn1n

for any lA c$0 and nAZþ : It follows that

ðlaÞnjj1njj p
1

n!

X
fAEn

jj f�ðl1nÞjj ¼
1

n!

X
fAEn

jjl1njj ¼ jjl1njj p jjljj: &

We are now sufficiently equipped to establish the following important result.

2.36. Theorem. A countably generated symmetric solid sequence space S C c0 is

complete with respect to some symmetric norm if and only if S ¼ mð1=paÞ ¼ cNð1=pÞ
for some pA c$0 such that p ^ pa:

Proof. If S admits a symmetric complete norm jj jj then, by Lemma 2.21 above,
S ¼ cNð1=pÞ for some pA c$0 : By Corollary 2.12, the norm jj jj is equivalent to the
c-norm jj jj

N;1=p; introduced in Section 2.20, i.e.,

ð1=KÞjj jj
N;1=p p jj jj p K 0jj jj

N;1=p ð52Þ

for suitable constants K ;K 0 4 0: By combining inequality (52) with inequality (51),
we obtain the inequality

jj jjmðjÞ p K 0jj jj
N;1=p;

where j ¼ fðjj jjÞ is the fundamental sequence of the norm jj jj: Since

1=p ¼ fðjj jj
N;1=pÞ p Kj;
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we deduce that

sup
pa

p
p K supðpajÞ ¼ KjjpjjmðjÞ p KK 0jjpjj

N;1=p ¼ KK 0 oN: &

2.37. Orlicz characteristic sets. The Orlicz class

pM faA c0 j rMðaÞ
XN
n¼1

MðjanjÞ oNg

of a nondecreasing function M A ½ 0;N�½ 0;NÞ such that Mð0Þ ¼ 0; generates two
sequence spaces:

ðOrlicz sequence spaceÞ cM

[
t 4 0

tpM

and

ðsmall Orlicz sequence spaceÞ cð0ÞM

\
t 4 0

tpM :

The Minkowski functional a / jjajjcM
inffc 4 0 j rMða=cÞ p 1g is a norm if

M is convex. In particular, cM and cð0ÞM become symmetric Banach sequence spaces

(up to equivalent norms) if M is equivalent to a convex function. In general, jj jjcM is
only a gauge on c$M :
The following concepts and the subsequent lemma play a significant role in the

theory of Orlicz sequence spaces:

(i) the D2-condition at 0:

lim
t- 0þ

Mð2tÞ=MðtÞ o N;

(ii) two relations on ½ 0;N�½ 0;NÞ:

M !
0

N if lim
t- 0þ

MðtÞ=NðctÞ o N for some c 4 0

and

M B0 N if M !
0

N and N !
0

M;

(iii) the Matuszewska indices at 0 of a monotonic function M A ð0;NÞð0;NÞ:

a0ðMÞ inf
to1

logM0ðtÞ
log t

¼ lim
t- 0þ

logM0ðtÞ
log t

¼ inf
t41

logM0ðtÞ
log t

¼ lim
t-N

logM0ðtÞ
log t

ð53Þ
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and

b0ðMÞ sup
to1

logM0ðtÞ
log t

¼ lim
t- 0þ

logM0ðtÞ
log t

¼ sup
t41

logM0ðtÞ
log t

¼ lim
t-N

logM0ðtÞ
log t

; ð54Þ

where M0ðtÞ limu- 0þ MðtuÞ=MðuÞ and M0ðtÞ limu- 0þ MðtuÞ=MðuÞ:
One has the inequality

0 p b0ðMÞ p a0ðMÞ p N

and a0ðMÞ o N precisely when M satisfies the D2-condition at 0. If M B0 N

then their a0- and b0-indices coincide. One has b0ðMÞ X 1 for functions that are
convex in a neighborhood of 0. It follows that b0ðMÞ X 1 if M B0 N for some
function N convex in a neighborhood of 0. If b0ðMÞ 4 1 the reverse is true (see
[1, Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, p. 15]).

It is convenient to extend Matuszewska’s indices to monotonic functions

M A ½ 0;N�ð0;NÞ: Formulae (53)–(54) are applicable if 0 o MðtÞ o N on a

neighborhood of 0þ: If this is not so, then either MðtÞ ¼ N for t 4 0 or MðtÞ ¼ 0
on a neighborhood of 0þ : In the former case cM ¼ f0g and in the latter cM ¼ c0: In
either of these cases we simply set

a0ðMÞ ¼ b0ðMÞ ¼ N

which agrees with definitions (53)–(54) provided one uses functionsM0 andM0 only
for t o 1:
The following useful lemma is inspired by certain results of Matuszewska ([46],

2.25 and 2.28).

2.38. Lemma. Let ðMiÞi AZþ
and ðNjÞj AZþ

be two sequences of nondecreasing

functions ½ 0;NÞ- ½ 0;N� sending 0 to 0. Then,

\N
i¼1

pMi
D
[N
j¼1

pNj
ð55Þ

if and only if

lim
t- 0þ

NcðtÞ
ðM13?3MkÞðtÞ

o N ð56Þ

for some k; cAZþ : Here ðM13?3MkÞðtÞ maxðM1ðtÞ;y;MkðtÞÞ:
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In particular, (55) is equivalent to the existence of such positive integers k and c that

\k
i¼1

pMi
DpNc

:

Proof. Since pM13?3Mk
¼
Tk

i¼1 pMi
; we replace functions Mi; i X 1; by

Li M13?3Mi: Suppose that limt- 0þ NcðtÞ=LkðtÞ ¼ N for all k; cAZþ: Then

there exists a double sequence aA ½ 0;NÞZþ �Zþ such that

NcðakcÞ 4 ðkcÞ2LkðakcÞ

and

LkðakcÞ p
1

ðkcÞ2

for all k; cAZþ :
Let

mkc

J 1

ðkcÞ2LkðakcÞ
n if LkðakcÞ 4 0;

J 1
NkðakcÞn if LkðakcÞ ¼ 0

8<:
and let l be the monotonic rearrangement of the ‘‘double sequence’’ obtained from a
by skipping all the terms akc; for k o c; and repeating mkc times each term akc; for
k X c: In view of the inequalities L1 p L2 p ?; we have

rLi
ðlÞ ¼

X
1p cpkoi

mkcLiðakcÞ þ
X

1pcpkoN

ipk

mkcLiðakcÞ

p
X

1pcpkoi

mkcLiðakcÞ þ
XN

k;c¼1
mkcLkðakcÞ o N; ð57Þ

since the first sum in (57) has finitely many terms and the second sum admits an

estimate
P

N

k;c¼12=k2c2 ¼ 2zð2Þ2: Therefore lA
T

N

i¼1 pLi
:

On the other hand, for any p X c;

rNc
ðlÞ X

Xp

k¼c

mkcNcðakcÞ X
Xp

k¼c

1 ¼ p � c þ 1;

i.e., rNc
ðlÞ ¼ N and therefore le

S
N

j¼1 pNj
: This proves that condition (55) implies

condition (56). The reverse is obvious. &
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2.39. Corollary. For any pair M;N A ½ 0;N�½ 0;NÞ
of nondecreasing and vanishing

at 0 functions, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) M !
0

N;

(b) cN D cM ;

(c) cð0ÞN D cM :

If M;N A ½ 0;NÞ½ 0;NÞ
then any of the above is equivalent to the condition:

(d) cð0ÞN D cð0ÞM :

2.40. Corollary. For any pair M;N A ½ 0;N�½ 0;NÞ
of nondecreasing and vanishing

at 0 functions, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) M B0 N;
(b) cN ¼ cM :

If M;N A ½ 0;NÞ½ 0;NÞ
then either one is equivalent to the condition:

(c) cð0ÞN ¼ cð0ÞM :

We note here also

2.41. Lemma. If M is convex then Orlicz class pM has the following property:

lApM whenever la p ma and mApM ðl; mA c$0 Þ:

Proof. The inequality rMðlÞ p rMðmÞ was proved by Tomić [61] and Weyl [69]
(note that M is nondecreasing). It can be also deduced from the Hardy–Littlewood–
Pólya Inequality [36] (see [51]). &

2.42. Corollary. If M is convex then the characteristic sets c$M and ðcð0ÞM Þ$ are

am-closed.

3. Certain inequalities

The linear operators Dm : c0- c0 are isometries. Therefore, the operators m � Dm;
m 4 1; are invertible in the Banach algebra Bðc0Þ; the inverses being given by the
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absolutely convergent series

ðm � DmÞ�1 ¼ 1

m

XN
i¼0

Dm

m

� �i

: ð58Þ

The relation with the operator of arithmetic mean is established by the following
double inequality.

3.1. Proposition. For any lA c$0 and any integer m 4 1; one has the double inequality

1

mðm � 1Þ la p ðm � DmÞ�1l p
1

m � 1 la; ð59Þ

the constants 1
mðm�1Þ and 1

m�1 being the best possible.

Proof. Since each lA c$0 is represented by the absolutely convergent (in c0) series

l ¼
P

N

c¼1ðD�
c lÞ1c with D�

c l X 0; cf. (15), the linearity and continuity of the

operators ðm � DmÞ�1 and a / aa reduces the proof of (59) to the case l ¼ 1c;
cAZþ : By using representation (58), we deduce that

½ðm � DmÞ�1ð1cÞ�n ¼ 1

mkðm � 1Þ; ð60Þ

where k ¼ 0 if 1 p n p c; for n 4 c the value of k is determined from the inequality

cmk�1 o n p cmk: By combining (60) with the formula

½ð1cÞa�n ¼
1 for 1 p n p c;
c
n
for c p n

(

we obtain, for a given c and m; that

sup
ðm � DmÞ�11c

ð1cÞa

¼ sup
kAN

1

mkðm � 1Þ
c

cmk

 
¼ 1

m � 1;

and the infimum

inf
ðm � DmÞ�11c

ð1cÞa

is the smaller one of the two numbers: 1
m�1 and

inf
kAZþ

1

mkðm � 1Þ
c

cmk�1 þ 1

 
¼ 1

mðm � 1Þ inf
k AZþ

1 þ 1

cmk�1

� �
¼ 1

mðm � 1Þ: &
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Note that either of the two inequalities in (59) is sharp for each of the
characteristic sequences 1c: By comparing (58) and (59) we obtain

3.2. Corollary. Suppose that

Dmil p
Kmi

ð1 þ iÞs m ði ANÞ

for some l; mA c$0 ; an integer m 4 1; and some sA ð1;NÞ: Then

la p Kðm � 1ÞzðsÞm;

where zðsÞ denotes the value of Riemann’s zeta function at s:

3.3. Example. One has Dco p co and oaBo log where the sequence o logs is

defined by the formula ðo logsÞn ¼ ðlog nÞs=n except that when s p 0 the first term is

either ignored or set, e.g., to be equal 1: In particular, oa eOo logs for any s o 1: This

shows that la need not be dominated by m if the hypothesis of Corollary 3.2 is
satisfied for some s o 1:

The following useful inequality is a cousin of a certain inequality due to Tetsuya
Shimogaki (cf. [58, proof of Theorem 1]).

3.4. Proposition. For any lA c$0 and mAZþ ; one has the inequality

ðDmlÞa p
1

ðoaÞm

ðlaÞa ð61Þ

and the constant

1

ðoaÞm

¼ m

1 þ 1
2
þ ? þ 1

m

;

which is the harmonic mean of numbers 1;y;m; is the best possible.

Proof. It suffices to prove inequality (61) only for l ¼ 1c; cAZþ : The reason is the
same as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
For n p cm; the numerator of the nth term of the ratio-sequence

ðDm1cÞa=ð1cÞa2 ð62Þ

equals 1 while the denominator does not increase. Accordingly, the ratio does not
decrease. For n X cm; the nth term of the ratio equals

cm

c þ c
cþ1 þ ? þ c

n

¼ m

1 þ 1
cþ1 þ ? þ 1

n

;
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hence the ratio decreases in this region and

sup
ðDm1cÞa

ð1cÞa2
¼ m

1 þ 1
cþ1 þ ? þ 1

cm

; ð63Þ

which is the cmth term of the ratio sequence (62).
For a fixed m; the right-hand side of (63), viewed as a function of c; decreases.

Consequently, it is majorized by its first term and

sup
cAZþ

sup
ðDm1cÞa

ð1cÞa2
¼ sup ðDm1Þa

1a2
¼ sup ð1mÞa

oa

¼ 1

ðoaÞm

: &

3.5. Theorem. Suppose that a characteristic set S is e-complete for some e 4 0;
cf. Definition 2.13. Then, for any s 4 0; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) ðSsÞa ¼ Ss;

(b) the Boyd index aðSÞ is less than 1=s;

(c) there exists e 4 0 such that jjDmjj o mð1=sÞ�e for all mc0;

(d) there exists m0AZþ such that jjDm0 jj o m
1=s
0 :

Proof. The equivalence of (b)-(d) is a direct consequence of the definition of Boyd
a-index (29).
Proposition 3.4 produces the inequality

Dml p
1

ððoaÞ1=sÞm
ððlsÞa2Þ

1=s ðlA c$0 ; s 4 0Þ

which, for any gauge on S; implies the inequality

ðDmlÞ p
1

ððoaÞ1=sÞm
ðððlsÞa2Þ

1=sÞ: ð64Þ

If ðSsÞa ¼ Ss then S is invariant under the operator

As : l / ððlsÞa2Þ
1=s:

The latter, being homogeneous and order preserving, is bounded on S; by Lemma
2.11. Inequality (64) therefore implies that

jjDmjj p
jjAsjj

ððoaÞ1=sÞm

¼ O
m

logm

� �1=s
 !

;

which in turn implies (d).
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In order to show that (c) implies (a) we first observe that, in view of
Proposition 2.15, we can assume that e p s: Then, we note that:

(i) Se is a complete characteristic set with gauge given by formula (24) where
p ¼ 1=e:

(ii) Condition (c) for S is equivalent to the similar condition for Se with s replaced
by s=e: This follows from the norm equality (30).

(iii) Ss ¼ ðSeÞs=e:

Thus, by replacing S by Se and s by s=e; we reduce the general case to the case when
S is complete and s X 1:
Condition (c) yields, for mc0; the estimates

XN
i¼0

Dm

m1=s

� �i

l

 !
p
XN
i¼0

jjDmi jj
mi=s

ðlÞ p
XN
i¼0

1

mie

 !
ðlÞ ¼ me

me � 1 ðlÞ;

which, combined with the completeness of S; show that

XN
i¼0

Dm

m1=s

� �i

l

belongs to S for all lAS: On the other hand, inequality (59) implies that

ððlsÞaÞ
1=s p ðm � 1Þ

XN
i¼0

Dm

m

� �i

ls

 !1=s

¼ ðm � 1Þ1=s
XN
i¼0

Dm

m1=s

� �i

l

 !s !1=s

the last sequence does not exceed, for s X 1; the sequence

ðm � 1Þ1=s
XN
i¼0

Dm

m1=s

� �i

l: &

Theorem 3.5 combined with results of Chapter 2 allows us to establish the
following important result that was announced in the introduction; cf. (4).

3.6. Theorem. Let S D c0 be a symmetric solid sequence space and S ¼ S$ be the

corresponding characteristic set. Then, S is e-complete for some e 4 0 if and only if a

certain power St; t 4 0; admits a complete rearrangement invariant norm (which

makes it an r.i. BK-space). This is so, in fact, for any

tA ð0; e� - ð0; 1=aðSÞÞ: ð65Þ

Proof. Let us assume S to be e-complete and t to satisfy (65). In view of Proposition

2.15 combined with Proposition 2.14, the characteristic set St admits a complete
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c-norm : Then ðStÞa ¼ St by part (a) of Theorem 3.5, and the arithmetic mean

operator l / la on St is bounded with respect to the c-norm in view of Lemma
2.11. In particular, the rearrangement invariant norm (38) is equivalent to : &

3.7. Corollary. Any e-complete gauge on a characteristic set S is equivalent to the

c-norm l / jjltjj1=t
for some t 4 0 and some rearrangement invariant norm jj jj on

the sequence space St:

The following corollaries of Theorem 3.5 refer to the Lorentz characteristic set

c$ðjÞ and the Marcinkiewicz characteristic set m$ðjÞ; both of which are complete.

3.8. Corollary. Let j be a nondecreasing positive sequence satisfying the D2-condition

(22) and s 4 0: Then ðc$ðjÞsÞa ¼ c$ðjÞs
if and only if aðjÞ o 1=s:

3.9. Corollary. For any cA ð0;NÞZþ and s 4 0; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) ðm$ðcÞsÞa ¼ m$ðcÞs;

(b) aðfÞ o 1=s where f ¼ fðjj jjmðcÞÞ is the quasiconcave sequence (49),

(c) bðsðpÞÞ 4 1� 1=s where pA c$0 is defined by (50).

Rather unexpectedly, Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.9 combined allow us to obtain
a simple proof of the following result about monotonic sequences.

3.10. Theorem. For any nonzero sequence pA c$0 ; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) p ^ pa;
ðaÞkc pak ^ pac for natural numbers k o c;
(b) bðpÞ 4� 1;
ðbÞ0 there exists c 4 0 and an integer m0 X 1 such that

pn p m1�cpnm

for all m X m0 and all nAZþ ;
(c) bðsðpÞÞ 4 0;
ðcÞ0 there exists d 4 0 and an integer m0 X 1 such that

smnðpÞ X mdsnðpÞ ð66Þ

for all m X m0 and all nAZþ :

Proof. ðaÞ3ðbÞ The condition p ^ pa is essentially a restatement of the fact that

ðOpÞa ¼ Op; since pa ¼ Oðp mÞ implies that m�pa ¼ OðpÞ; and m�pa ^ pa: In this
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case Op ¼ c$
N
ð1=pÞ is a complete characteristic set and the condition ðOpÞa ¼ Op is

equivalent to condition (b) by virtue of Theorem 3.5 combined with Lemma 2.24.
Equivalences ðbÞ3ðbÞ0 and ðcÞ3ðcÞ0 follow directly from Definition (20b) of the

Matuszewska b-index, and implications ðaÞ ) ðaÞkc are clear.

ðcÞ0 ) ðaÞ Choose one m 4 1 such that inequality (66) holds. Then

ðm � 1Þnpnþ1 X smnðpÞ � snðpÞ X ðmd � 1ÞsnðpÞ:

In particular,

p p pa p
m � 1
md � 1 p;

i.e., p ^ pa:
ðaÞ123ðcÞ Condition pa ^ pa2 is equivalent to pa A afpag or, using equality

(48), to

ðm$ð1=paÞÞa ¼ m$ð1=paÞ:

This last equality is equivalent to condition (c) in view of Corollary 3.9.
By combining the last two proven implications we obtain implication ðaÞ12 ) ðaÞ

for any pA c$0 : By applying this to pak we obtain implications ðaÞkþ1;kþ2 ) ðaÞk;kþ1
for all kAN: Since implication ðaÞkc ) ðaÞk;kþ1 is obvious, implication ðaÞkc ) ðaÞ
follows. &

3.11. Remark. The equivalence of (a) and ðaÞ12 is implicit among the results of Várga
(cf. [62], Theorem IRR; his ideal MðAÞ coincides with the Marcinkiewicz ideal
Mð1=sðAÞaÞ). All the elementary proofs of this fact which are known to us are quite
delicate.
Equivalence ðaÞ3ðbÞ in the function case seems to have been first

established by Aljančić and Arankelović in their important article [1]
(cf. their Theorem 3). The sequence case can be deduced, of course, from the
function case.
The following theorem characterizes the condition Ss ¼ ðSsÞa in terms not

requiring S to be e-complete, and thus applies to all characteristic sets. Note that
conditions (d) and (e) below are ‘‘local’’ which contrasts with the ‘‘global’’ character
of conditions (c) and (d) in the statement of Theorem 3.5.

3.12. Theorem. For any characteristic set SD c$0 and sA ð0;NÞ; the following

conditions are equivalent:

(a) Ss ¼ ðSsÞa;

(b) there exists an integer m0 4 1 such that ðm0 � Dm0Þ
�1Ss DSs;

(c) for every integer m 4 1; ðm � DmÞ�1Ss DSs;
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(d) there exists t0 4 0 such that, for any lAS; there exist an integer c 4 1 and a

sequence mAS with the property:

sup
Dcil
m

¼ O
ci=s

it0

 !
ði AZþ Þ;

(e) for every lAS; every real number t 4 0 and every integer m 4 1; there exists

mAS such that

sup
Dmil
m

¼ O
mi=s

it

� �
ðiAZþ Þ; ð67Þ

(f) there exists t0 4 0 such that, for any lAS; there is mAS with the property that

sup
Dml
m

¼ O
m1=s

ðlogmÞt0

� �
ðm 4 1Þ;

(g) for every lAS and every real number t 4 0; there exists mAS such that

sup
Dml
m

¼ O
m1=s

ðlogmÞt

� �
ðm 4 1Þ: ð68Þ

Proof. The equivalence of (a)–(c) is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1.

ðaÞ ) ðfÞ Inequality (61) combined with the identity Dml
s ¼ ðDmlÞs produce the

double inequality

Dml p
1

ðoaÞ1=s
m

ððlsÞa2Þ
1=s o

m1=s

ðlogmÞ1=s
ððlsÞa2Þ

1=s ðm 4 1Þ;

and m ððlsÞa2Þ
1=s AS in view of the hypothesis.

ðfÞ ) ðdÞ Trivial.
ðdÞ ) ðgÞ Let lAS and t 4 0: By a repeated use of hypothesis (d), we construct

three sequences: of integers c1; c2;y greater than 1, of positive real numbers
K1;K2;y; and of elements m0 l;m1;y of S; such that

DðcjÞimj�1 p
KjðcjÞi=s

it0
mj ðiAZþ Þ: ð69Þ

Put r ¼ Jt=t0n; c ¼ c1?cr and K ¼ K1?Kr: Since each operator DðcjÞi

preserves the partial ordering of c$0 ; inequalities (69) combined together produce
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the inequality

Dcil p
Kci=s

irt0
mr p

Kci=s

it
mr ðiAZþ Þ;

where we have used the identity Dci
1
3? 3 Dci

r
¼ Dci : For an integer m 4 1; let

k ¼ Jlog m
log cn: Then

Dml p Dckl p
Kck=s

kt
mr p

K 0m1=s

ðlogmÞt mr

for K 0 ¼ Kc1=sðlog cÞt:

ðgÞ ) ðeÞ is trivial and ðeÞ ) ðaÞ follows from inequalities (59) combined with
identity (58):

ðlsÞa p mðm � 1Þðm � DmÞ�1ls ¼ ðm � 1Þ
XN
i¼0

Dmils

mi

p ðm � 1Þ ls þ
XN
i¼1

1

i2
ms

 !

for some mAS: It suffices to choose t ¼ 2=s in (67). &

3.13. Example. Consider the sequence o logs; s 4 0; mentioned in Example 3.3
above. This sequence is monotonic except for finitely many initial terms and, for any
t 4 s; there is a constant K ¼ Kðs; tÞ such that

sup
Dmðo logsÞ$

ðo logtÞ$
p K sup

c 4 1

ðlog cÞs

c

ðlogðcmÞÞt

cm

 
o

Km

ðlogmÞt�s

for all m 4 1: Therefore, the characteristic sets Sr
S

s o r Oo logs ; r 4 0; have the

property:

for every lASr; there exist s0 4 0 and mASr such that

sup
Dml
m

¼ O
m

ðlogmÞs0

� �
ðm 4 1Þ

yet Sr is not equal to

ðSrÞa ¼
Oo if r p � 1;S

s o rþ1 Oðo logsÞ$ if r 4 � 1:

(

Now we come to the following central inequality.
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3.14. Proposition. For any lA c$0 ;

l o p la p 2l o: ð70Þ

More precisely, for a given nAZþ ;

sup
lA c$

0

la

l o

� �
n

¼ 2� 1
n

ð71Þ

and

sup
lA c$

0

l o
la

� �
n

¼ 1: ð72Þ

3.15. Remark. The double inequality (70) was originally discovered by one of us in
1994 in the form:

l o p la p 2l o0;

where o0 ¼ ð1; 1; 1
2
; 1
3
; 1
4
;yÞ: More than a year later, Christian Valqui pointed out

how to strengthen it to (71).

Proof. For a given lA c$0 ; choose an injective map j : Zþ -Zþ � Zþ ; n / ðin; jnÞ;
such that ðl oÞn ¼ lin=jn:

Fix nAZþ : The subset Sn jðf1;y; ngÞCZþ � Zþ has the following property:

if i0 p i and j0 p j then ði; jÞASn implies ði0; j0ÞASn

(i.e., Sn is a Young diagram). Let r maxfi j ði; 1ÞASng denote the number of rows
in Sn and jðiÞ maxf j j ði; jÞASng the number of elements of Sn in the ith row. Note

that r p n ¼
Pr

i¼1jðiÞ and

ðl oÞn p
li

jðiÞ ð1 p i p rÞ ð73Þ

as well as

li

jðiÞ þ 1 p ðl oÞn ði AZþ Þ: ð74Þ

We obtain from inequalities (73) that

ðl oÞn ¼ 1
n

Xr

i¼1
jðiÞðl oÞn p

1

n

Xr

i¼1
li p ðlaÞn;
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while inequalities (74) yield

Xn

i¼1
li ¼ lin þ

Xn

i¼1
ia in

li p jðinÞ þ
Xn

i¼1
ia in

ð jðiÞ þ 1Þ

0BB@
1CCAðl oÞn

¼
Xn

j¼1
jðiÞ þ n � 1

 !
ðl oÞn ¼ ð2n � 1Þðl oÞn

if one notes that ðl oÞn ¼ lin=jðinÞ:
This gives the p inequalities in (72) and (71), respectively. That these inequalities

are, in fact, equalities follows from considering l ¼ 1n�1 þ 1n in (71) and l ¼ 1n

in (72). &

3.16. Corollary. For any lA c$0 and pA ð0;NÞ; one has

l o1=p p ððlpÞaÞ
1=p p 21=pl o1=p: ð75Þ

Particularly important is the following.

3.17. Corollary. For any characteristic set SD c$0 ; one has

Sa ¼ S Oo: ð76Þ

Note that identity (76) is equivalent to the identity

Sa S0 ¼ S Sa
0; ð77Þ

valid for any S; S0: Indeed, aided by the associativity and the commutativity of the
-product on the lattice of characteristic sets, identity (76) implies that

Sa S0 ¼ S Oo S0 ¼ S Sa
0:

Conversely, identity (77) gives

Sa ¼ Sa c$f ¼ S ðc$f Þa ¼ S Oo:

The next proposition collects some useful information about sequences os;
sA ð0;NÞ:

3.18. Proposition. One has the following asymptotic relations:

ðosÞa B

os

1�s
if 0 o s o 1;

o log if s ¼ 1;
zðsÞo if s 4 1

8><>: ð78Þ
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and

os oB

zð1=sÞsos if 0 o s o 1;

o log if s ¼ 1;
zðsÞo if s 4 1:

8><>: ð79Þ

Proof. For a given s 4 0; consider the number Nðs; xÞ of pairs ði; jÞ of positive
integers such that isj p x: The identity

Nðs; xÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

x

is

h i
¼

X
1pipx1=s

x

is

h i
¼

X
1pipx1=s

x

is
þ Oðx1=sÞ

implies that

Nðs; xÞBzðsÞx as x-N

if s 4 1 and

Nð1; xÞ ¼ x log x þ OðxÞ;

from which the set of asymptotics, (79), follows. The other set, (78), is even more
elementary. &

3.19. Corollary. For any s 4 0; one has

lim
ðosÞa

os o
¼ cðsÞ;

where

cðsÞ ¼
1

ð1� sÞzð1=sÞs for 0 o s o 1;

1 for s X 1:

8<:
The function cðsÞ is real analytic except at s ¼ 1 where it is only continuous. Its

one-sided derivatives at 1 equal �N and 0, respectively. The maximum value

max
0o soN

cðsÞ ¼ 1:59137 07384 08698y

is attained at smax ¼ 0:60917 92260 28796y
The following construction produces an example of a sequence lA c$0 such that

lim
la

l o
¼ 1 ð80Þ
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and

lim
la

l o
¼ 2: ð81Þ

3.20. Proposition. There is a sequence lA c$0 such that any xA ½1; 2� is a limit point of

the ratio sequence la=l o:

Proof. Let

l ¼ ð1;y; 1|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
m0

; 2�1;y; 2�1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
m1

;y; 2�k;y; 2�k|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
mk

;yÞ;

with mk AZþ to be chosen. Then letting qk ¼ m0 þ ? þ mk we have

ðlaÞn ¼
Pk�1

j¼02
�jmj þ 2�kðn � qk�1Þ

n
ðqk�1 o n p qk; k X 1Þ

and

l o ¼ ð1;y; 1|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
c1

; 2�1;y; 2�1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
c2

;y; k�1;y; k�1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ck

;yÞ;

where ck ¼ m0 þ ? þ mr with r being the number of times that 2 divides k: Thus

the first term of l o that is equal to 2�k is the nkth, where

nk ¼ 1 þ 2k�1m0 þ 2k�2ðm0 þ m1Þ þ ? þ 2ðm0 þ ? þ mk�1Þ

¼ 1 þ
Xk�1
j¼0

ð2k�j � 1Þmj:

Therefore choosing mk large enough, namely

mk X 1 þ
Xk�1
j¼0

ð2k�j � 2Þmj; ð82Þ

ensures qk�1 o nk p qk and hence

ðlaÞnk

ðl oÞnk

¼ 2kðlaÞnk
¼
Pk�1

j¼02
k�jmj þ 1 þ

Pk�1
j¼0ð2k� j � 2Þmj

1 þ
Pk�1

j¼0ð2k� j � 1Þmj

¼ 2� 1

nk

:

Thus any choice of m0;m1;y growing fast enough so that (82) holds yields l
satisfying (81).

But if mk satisfies (82) then ðl oÞqk
¼ 2�k: If m0;y;mk�1 have been chosen then

taking mk large enough will force ðlaÞqk
to be as close to 2�k as desired, which will
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force the ratio

ðlaÞqk

ðl oÞqk

to be as close to 1 as desired.
Since the ratio sequence r la=ðl oÞ is bounded and rnþ1=rn - 1 as n-N;

any xA ½1; 2� is a limit point of r: &

Orlicz sequence spaces are the subject of the following.

3.21. Theorem. For any nondecreasing function M A ½0;NÞ½ 0;NÞ
which vanishes at 0

and for any real number sA ð0;NÞ; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) ððcð0ÞM ÞsÞa D ðcMÞs;

(b) ððcð0ÞM ÞsÞa ¼ ðcð0ÞM Þs;

(c) ððcMÞsÞa ¼ ðcMÞs;

(d) the Matuszewska b-index at zero of M; cf. (54), is greater than s:

b0ðMÞ 4 s;

(e) there exist constants d; e;K 4 0 such that

MðtuÞ p KMðuÞtsþ e ð0 o t; u p dÞ: ð83Þ

The proof is based on the following.

3.22. Proposition. Let mA c$0 and M A ½ 0;N�ð0;NÞ
be a nondecreasing and vanishing

at 0 function. If

cð0ÞM Om D cM ð84Þ

and maOðoÞ then b0ðMÞ 4 1:

Proof. Inclusion (84) is equivalent to the inclusion

cð0ÞM D cM#m; ð85Þ

where M#mA ½ 0;N�ð0;NÞ is defined as follows:

M#mðtÞ ¼ rMðtmÞ 
XN
n¼1

MðtmnÞ ð0 p t o NÞ:
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By Corollary 2.39, inclusion (85) is equivalent to the condition

M#m!
0

M;

i.e., there exist constants K ; c; d 4 0 such that

M#mðtÞ p KMðctÞ ð0 o t o dÞ: ð86Þ

The obvious inequality in c0ðZþ � Zþ Þ:

mmðl#1mÞ p l#m; ðmAZþ ; lA c$0 Þ

translates into the following inequality in c$0 :

mmDml p l m: ð87Þ

Note that mm is the best possible constant. By combining inequalities (86) and (87)
for l ¼ ðu=cÞ1; we obtain inequality

mM
mmu

c

% &
p M#mðu=cÞ p KMðuÞ ðmAZþ ; 0 o u o cdÞ:

It follows that

M0
mm

c

% &
p

K

m
ðmAZþ Þ:

Suppose that maOðoÞ: Then there exists m0AZþ such that

K

m0
o

mm0

c
o 1

and, hence,

b0ðMÞ X
logM0ðmm0

=cÞ
logðmm0

=cÞ X
logðK=m0Þ
logðmm0

=cÞ 4 1: &

Proof of Theorem 3.21. Let MðsÞðxÞ MðxsÞ: Since

cð0Þ
MðsÞ ¼ ðcð0ÞM Þ1=s; cMðsÞ ¼ ðcMÞ1=s ð88Þ

and

b0ðMðsÞÞ ¼ sb0ðMÞ; ð89Þ

it suffices to prove the equivalence of conditions (a)–(e) for s ¼ 1: ðaÞ ) ðdÞ:
Inclusion ðcð0ÞM Þa D cM is seen to be equivalent, with help of Corollary 3.17, to the

inclusion cð0ÞM D cM#o: The latter is equivalent, in view of Corollary 2.39, to inclusion
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cM D cM#o which is itself equivalent to cM Oo D cM : It follows that

cð0ÞM Oo 2 ¼ cð0ÞM Oo Oo D cM Oo D cM

and, since o 2aOðoÞ; Proposition 3.22 can be applied.
ðdÞ ) ðeÞ: Let 0 o e o b0ðMÞ � 1: Then there exists 0 o t o 1 such that

M0ðtÞ o t1þ e:

In particular,

MðtuÞ p MðuÞt1þ e ð0 o u p uÞ

for some u 4 0: It follows that

MðtuÞ p MðtnuÞ p MðuÞtnð1þ eÞ ð0 o u p uÞ ð90Þ

if t p tn: For n ¼ ½log t
log t�; inequality (90) combined with the inequality tn o t=t yields

the following inequality:

MðtuÞ p KMðuÞt1þ e ð0 o t p t; 0 o u p uÞ;

where K t�1�e:
If condition (e) holds then

X
nX1=d

M
t

n

% &
p

X
nX1=d

KMðtÞ
n1þ e ð0 o t p dÞ

and

M#oðtÞ p K 0MðtÞ ð0 o t p dÞ ð91Þ

for some constant K 0 o 1=d þ Kzð1 þ eÞ: Thus M#o!
0

M:

The obvious inequality

M#oðtÞ p
Xm�1

n¼1
M

t

n

% &
þ #o

t

m

% &
;

which holds for any t 4 0 and mAZþ ; when combined with inequality (91) for
m Jt=dn proves that M#oðtÞ o N for any t 4 0: Therefore Corollary 2.39

implies also the inclusions cð0ÞM D cð0ÞM#o and cM D cM#o which are equivalent to (b)

and (c) of Theorem 3.21, respectively.
Implications ðbÞ ) ðaÞ and ðcÞ ) ðaÞ are clear. &
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Note that the proof of implication ðdÞ ) ðeÞ demonstrates the existence, for any
choice of eA ð0; b0ðMÞ � sÞ; of constants d;K 4 0 for which inequality (83) is
satisfied.
Theorem 3.21 combined with Theorem 3.5 yields the following interesting result.

3.23. Corollary. For any nondecreasing function M A ½ 0;NÞ½ 0;NÞ
which vanishes at 0

the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) ðcð0ÞM Þ$ is e-complete for some e 4 0;

(b) c$M is e-complete for some e 4 0;
(c) b0ðMÞ 4 0:

If so, then aððcð0ÞM Þ$Þ ¼ aðc$MÞ ¼ 1=b0ðMÞ: In fact, for any tA ð0; b0ðMÞ�; one has

ðcð0ÞM Þt ¼ cð0ÞN and ðcMÞt ¼ cN for a suitable convex Orlicz function N:

Proof of Corollary 3.23. Equalities (88) and (89) show that, for any tA ð0; b0ðMÞ�
the powers ðcð0ÞM Þt and ðcMÞt are the corresponding Orlicz sequence spaces whose

Matuszewska’s b0-index is greater than 1. In this case, there exists an equivalent
convex Orlicz function; cf. the remark on p. 33.

If c$M is e-complete for some e 4 0; then the comparison of the equivalence
ðaÞ3ðbÞ of Theorem 3.5 with the equivalence ðcÞ3ðdÞ of Theorem 3.21

demonstrates that b0ðMÞ ¼ 1=aðc$MÞ 4 0: A similar argument applies also when

ðcð0ÞM Þ$ is e-complete. &

4. Spectral description of ideals in BðHÞ

4.1. Singular numbers. From now on H denotes a separable infinite dimensional
Hilbert space which is tacitly identified with c2ðZþ Þ each time we mention the matrix
representation of a bounded linear operator AABðHÞ:
Let GrnðHÞ denote the set of vector subspaces V CH of finite dimension n; and

GrnðHÞ denote the set of closed vector subspaces W CH of codimension n: The

correspondence V2V> provides an obvious bijection GrnðHÞ2GrnðHÞ:
For any AABðHÞ; the two types of s-numbers

inf
V AGrn�1ðHÞ

jjH !A H �7pV
H=V jj; ð92Þ

where pV :H7H=V is the quotient map, and

inf
W AGrn�1ðHÞ

jjW+
iW

H !A Hjj; ð93Þ
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where iW :W+H is the inclusion map, are equal to the distance from A to the set
Fn�1 of operators whose rank does not exceed n � 1: This is well-known and very
easy to see: if PW denotes the orthogonal projection onto W CH and P> I � P;
then

jjW+
iW

H !A Hjj ¼ jjAPW jj ¼ jjA � AP>
W jj X distðA;Fcodim W Þ

and, for every K AFn�1;

jjA � K jj X jjðA � KÞ��Ker K
jj ¼ jjA��Ker K

jj ¼ jjKerK+H !A Hjj:

This demonstrates the equality of distðA;Fn�1Þ and quantity (93). By considering A�

one obtains the equality of distðA;Fn�1Þ ¼ distðA�;Fn�1Þ and quantity (92). Their
common value is denoted snðAÞ and called the nth singular number of a bounded
linear operator A (for an exhaustive treatment of various scales of s-numbers
the reader is referred to Chapter 2 of Pietsch’s book [50]; cf. also Chapter II,
Sections 1–2 of [33]). The infimum in (92) and (93) may be replaced by minimum.
For a compact operator T ABðHÞ; one has also snðTÞ ¼ lnðjT jÞ; the nth

eigenvalue of jT j ¼ ðT�TÞ1=2 listed with multiplicity and in nonincreasing order
(essentially, due to Ernst Fischer [31]; cf., e.g., [54, Section I.5]).
Since every proper ideal J iBðHÞ is contained in the ideal K ¼ KðHÞ of

compact operators, the set of sequences of singular numbers sðTÞ
ðs1ðTÞ; s2ðTÞ;yÞ forms the subset

SðJÞ fsðTÞ j T A Jg ð94Þ

of c$0 : It is easy to verify that SðJÞ is a characteristic set and that

JðSÞ fT ABðHÞ j sðTÞASg is an ideal for a given characteristic set. This leads
to the following spectral description of the lattice of proper ideals in the ring BðHÞ
which is equivalent to Theorem 12 in Section I.7 of [54]. Schatten’s theorem is closely
related to Theorem 1.6 on p. 844 of [19].

4.2. Proposition. The correspondence J / SðJÞ and its inverse S / JðSÞ establish

an isomorphism between the lattice of proper ideals in the ring BðHÞ and the lattice L
of characteristic subsets of c$0 :

4.3. Recall that the lattice of characteristic sets is isomorphic also to the lattice of
symmetric solid subspaces S D c0ðGÞ; where G is any countably infinite set, via the
correspondence S / S$ of Section 2.7. In particular, SðJÞD c0 will denote the
symmetric sequence space corresponding to an ideal J iBðHÞ:
It seems convenient to treat these three canonically isomorphic lattices as three

equivalent realizations of a single lattice which from now on will be denoted by L:
Any operation or relation on L which is introduced using one of the three
descriptions will then produce the corresponding operation or relation in terms of
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the remaining two. For example, the operations on characteristic sets which were
introduced in Section 2.8 give rise to the corresponding operations on ideals: IJ;
I J; J�; a J; Ja; Js ðs 4 0Þ; J� (the am-interior of J) and J� (the am-closure of J).
Note that only sporadically do we have I J ¼ I #R J for some ring RDBðHÞ:
This explains why we decided to use a distinct notation for the internal tensor
product.
In particular, we will say that an ideal J is am-closed if J� ¼ J; cf. Section 2.8

above. This property plays a special role in the last chapter devoted to single
commutator space ½BðHÞ; J�1:

4.4. In order to keep notation simple we shall denote by ðp1; p2;yÞ the ideal whose
characteristic set is generated by sequences p1; p2;y: In particular, ðpÞ will denote
the principal ideal ðDiagðpÞÞ:

4.5. We shall say that J is a Banach ideal if it is equipped with a complete norm jj jj
such that the trilinear structural map BðHÞ � J �BðHÞ-BðHÞ; ðA;T ;BÞ / ATB;
is bounded. Any such norm is equivalent to the symmetric norm given by

jjT jjsym sup
A;BABðHÞ

jjAjjB;jjBjjBp1

jjATBjj: ð95Þ

Namely, jj jj p jj jjsym p Kjj jj where

K jjBðHÞc##pJc##pBðHÞ- Jjj:

In particular, any Banach ideal becomes a complete uniform-cross-norm ideal in
the terminology of Section V.1 of [54], or a symmetrically normed ideal in the later
terminology of Gokhberg and Kreı̆n [33].

4.6. e-complete ideals. In Section 2.13 we introduced the concept of an e-complete
radial set. We will call the ideal associated with an e-complete characteristic set an e-
complete ideal. Thus, all finitely generated ideals ðT1;y;TmÞ ¼ ðjT1j þ ? þ jTmjÞ
with the property that the sequence 1=

Pm
i¼1sðTiÞ satisfies the D2-condition (22) are,

in our terminology, e-complete for every e 4 0; cf. Corollary 2.23 above. The Boyd

index aðJÞ of an e-complete ideal J is defined as the Boyd index of its characteristic
set SðJÞ; cf. Section 2.17 above. We record here also the following corollary of
Theorem 3.6:

e-complete ideals coincide with the powers Js; s 4 0; of symmetrically normed ideals.

4.7. Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz and Orlicz characteristic sets, which were discussed in
Sections 2.25–42, define the corresponding operator ideals:

* Lorentz ideals: LðjÞ Jðc$ðjÞÞ and LpðjÞ LðjÞ1=p;

* Marcinkiewicz ideals: MðcÞ Jðm$ðcÞÞ and MpðcÞ MðcÞ1=p;

* Orlicz ideals: L
ð0Þ
M Jððcð0ÞM Þ$Þ and LM Jðc$MÞ:
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Here p is a positive real number. These ideals are Banach (and, simultaneously,
am-closed) if:

(a) p X 1 and j is concave ðLpðjÞÞ;
(b) p X 1 ðMpðcÞÞ;
(c) M is convex ðLð0Þ

M and LMÞ:

Lorentz idealsLpðjÞ and Marcinkiewicz idealsMpðcÞ are e-complete for any e p p:

4.8. A few words are due in order to describe certain special types of ideals
J iBðHÞ already present in the literature.
The ideal of compact operators K corresponds to c$0 while the ideal of finite

rank operators F to c$f : Omnipresent Schatten ideals Lp ¼ ðL1Þ1=p; pA ð0;NÞ;
correspond to the symmetric sequence spaces cp: They appeared in print for the first
time apparently in [55]; cf. Remark 4.1 on p. 580. They are also denoted Sp in [33]

and Cp in [17]. (This last notation seems to have resulted from confusing Gothic

letters.)

4.9. Two types of ideals studied by Gokhberg and Kreı̆n in their book [33] are
special instances of Lorentz and Marcinkiewicz ideals:

Sp ¼ LðsðpÞÞ and SP ¼ Mð1=paÞ:

Section III.4 of their book is a classic exposition of the more general theory of
ideals SF introduced by Schatten ([54, Sections V.5–9]; Schatten uses a different
notation). Each SF is associated with a symmetric norming function F: This class of
Banach ideals contains Lorentz ideals LpðjÞ; for p X 1 and j concave,

Marcinkiewicz ideals MpðcÞ; for p X 1; and Orlicz ideals LM ; for convex M:

Every ideal SF is am-closed. This readily follows from a theorem of Ky Fan [30] (cf.
also [33, Section III.3, Lemma 3.1]).

4.10. The Macaev ideal So; cf. [43], which coincides with the Lorentz idealLðlogÞ;
and its square-root ðSoÞ1=2 appear in the work of Alain Connes on y-summable
Fredholm modules; see [23]. The celebrated Köthe dual SO ¼ ðSoÞ� which owes its
current vogue6 to Connes’ work and the fact that it supports Dixmier traces (see [24]

and the references therein) coincides with the Marcinkiewicz ideal Mð 1
o logÞ ¼

Mð1=oaÞ: Connes’ own preference is to denoteSo byL
ðN;1Þ andSO byL

1þ ;L1
weak

or Lð1;NÞ; see [24, Section IV.2.a]. His logarithmic integral ideal Li; cf. [23] and
Section IV.8.a of [24], coincides with the Marcinkiewicz ideal MðlogÞ which is,
incidentally, equal to the principal ideal ð1=logÞ:
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4.11. Lorentz idealsLpq. The classical Lorentz sequence spaces cpq; 0 o p o N; are

defined, to use our notation, as

cpq

cð 1
oq=pÞ1=q if 0 o q o N;

Oo1=p ¼ ðOoÞ1=p if q ¼ N;

(

cf., e.g., [10, Section 1.3, p. 8] or [9, Definition 4.4.1 on p. 216].
The corresponding Lorentz idealsLpq coincide, for 1 o p o N and 1 p q p N;

with the interpolation idealsLðp;qÞ discussed by Connes [24], Section IV.2.a: Earlier,
ideals Lðp;1Þ played an important role in the work of D. V. Voiculescu on quasi-
central approximate units [63–65].

Connes does not define Lð1;qÞ except for Lð1;NÞ SO  Mð1=oaÞ; cf. Section
IV.2.b of his book. Let us finally mention that Lpp ¼ Lp; 0 o p o N; and that

L1 ¼ Mð1=oÞ:
Note that the standard gauge on c$pq does not induce a rearrangement invariant

norm on cpq if q 4 p: Nevertheless, there exists an equivalent rearrangement

invariant norm on cpq for p 4 1; This is well known (cf., e.g., [9, p. 218]) and agrees

with the fact that the Boyd index aðcpqÞ ¼ 1=p is less than 1 (cf. Theorem 3.6 above).

4.12. Ideals Sð f Þ and Dð f Þ studied in [17,53,57] and to some extent also in [2,48]
coincide with Orlicz ideals Linf > M and L

ð0Þ
M ; respectively, where M ¼ f :

5. Sums of commutators

5.1. We describe in this chapter the commutator space ½I ; J�; introduced in (1) on
p. 1, when at least one ideal is proper. Key to this is the action of the monoid
EmbðGÞ; introduced in Section 1.1, on the Banach space Bðc2ðGÞÞ:

A / Uf AUf w ¼ Uf AU�
f ðAABðc2ðGÞÞ; f AEmbðGÞÞ: ð96Þ

The partial isometries Uf which are defined on basis vectors eg A c2ðGÞ by

Uf eg
ef ðgÞ if gADom f ;

0 otherwise:

�
ð97Þ

constitute a �-representation of EmbðGÞ on the Hilbert space c2ðGÞ:

ðUf Þ� ¼ Uf w :

Here f / f w is the antipode operation on EmbðGÞ; introduced in Section 1.1. The
embedding

cNðGÞ+Bðc2ðGÞÞ; a / DiagðaÞ; ð98Þ
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is a morphism of representations of EmbðGÞ if we recall that cNðGÞ is equipped with
a natural action of EmbðGÞ; cf. (7).
The action (96) is not via (nonunital) algebra endomorphisms unless we restrict it

to the submonoid EG of self-injections G:G; see Section 1.1. The reason is that EG

coincides with the submonoid of left-invertible elements of EmbðGÞ; and f wf ¼ idG
precisely for f AEG:

5.2. An action of a monoidM on a k-module V is equivalent to making V a module
over the monoid k-algebra of M

kM
X

mAM

amm j am A k; all but finitely many zero

( )
:

The module of coinvariants VM ; the largest trivial quotient representation of M;
equals V=IMV where IM is the augmentation ideal of kM; i.e., the kernel of the
k-algebra homomorphism

kM - k; t ¼
X

mAM

amm / deg t
X

mAM

am:

The submodule IMV is the union of the sets

ðIMVÞr

Xr

i¼1
ðmi � mi

0Þvi j mi;mi
0 AM; vi AV

( )
;

since any
Pq

i¼0ai fi AIM equals
Pq

i¼1aið fi � f0Þ:
We begin the description of the commutator structure of operator ideals from the

following identity.

5.3. Lemma. For any b0; b00 ACG and f ; gAEG; one has

Diagðð f � gÞ�bÞ ¼ ½Uf Diagðb0ÞUgw ;Ug Diagðb00ÞUf w �; ð99Þ

where b b0b00:

From now on we assume that G ¼ Zþ ; H ¼ c2ðZþ Þ and E ¼ EZþ :

Since every ideal in BðHÞ is the filtered union of principal ideals, Lemma 5.3
implies

5.4. Corollary. For any pair of ideals in BðHÞ; at least one proper, one has

ðIESðIJÞÞr +
ð99Þ

½I ; J�r; ð100Þ

where SðIJÞD c0 is the symmetric sequence space associated with the ideal IJ

(cf. Section 4.3).
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Another identity involves the unilateral shift s : Zþ -Zþ ; n / n þ 1; and the
sequence of partial sums:

a ¼ ðid� sÞ�sðaÞ ðaACGÞ: ð101Þ

5.5. Consider the adjoint action of the unitary group U ¼ UðHÞ on the set of
compact normal operators Knl : Each orbit UT fUTU� j U AUg is contained in
the set UDiagðQÞ

S
lAQ UDiagðlÞ for a unique quasiorbit QC c0; cf. (9). This

unique quasiorbit will be denoted 1TU and it consists of all rearrangements of the
sequence of eigenvalues of T ; each nonzero eigenvalue occurring as many times as its
multiplicity, and taken in any order.

For any subset SD c$0 ; we form the set

1TUS faA1TU j uniðjajÞASg ð102Þ

(the upper nonincreasing envelope was defined in (18)).
If S is the characteristic set of an ideal J iBðHÞ then 1TUS a+ if and only if

T A J: Indeed, 1TUS contains in this case the set faA1TU j jajA c$0 g of sequences
of eigenvalues of T listed in the nondecreasing order of their absolute values (this
leaves only nonzero eigenvalues unless T has finite rank).
The main result of this chapter and one of the main results of the whole article is

the following.

5.6. Theorem. Let I and J be ideals in BðHÞ; at least one of them proper. For any

normal operator T A IJ; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) T A ½I ; J�;
(b) T A ½I ; J�3;
(c) 1TU - IESðIJÞa+;
(d) 1TUDIESðIJÞ;
(e) 1TUD ðIESðIJÞÞ3;
(f) 1TUSðIJÞ - faA c0 j aa ASðIJÞga+;

(g) 1TUSðIJÞ D faA c0 j aa ASðIJÞg;
(h) there exists aA1TU such that aa ASðIJÞ and jaj is monotonic.

The following diagram shows the organization of the proof

(a) (b) (e)

(d)

(g) (h) (f)

(c)
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The principal implications are ðaÞ ) ðgÞ and ðfÞ ) ðeÞ: Implication ðcÞ ) ðdÞ
follows from the fact thatIESðIJÞ is a vector space and any two elements in 1TU are
of the form f�a and g�a; for some f ; gAE and a particular element a of 1TU; hence
their difference belongs to IESðIJÞ: Implications ðeÞ ) ðbÞ and ðdÞ ) ðaÞ are special
cases of Corollary 5.4. The remaining ones are obvious.
The proof of implication ðaÞ ) ðgÞ is based on

5.7. Proposition. Suppose that T ¼
Pr

i¼1½Ai;Bi� for some T ;Ai;Bi ABðHÞ: Then,

for any projection PABðHÞ of rank p o N; one has the inequality

jTr PTPj
p

p ð8r þ 2Þ
Xr

i¼1
spþ1ðAiÞspþ1ðBiÞ þ 4rjjP>TP>jj: ð103Þ

Proof. According to the definition of singular numbers, cf. (92)–(93), there exist
projections Eij; 1 p i p r; 1 p j p 4; of rank at most p such that

jjE>
i1 Aijj ¼ spþ1ðAiÞ; jjAiE

>
i2 jj ¼ spþ1ðA�

i Þ ¼ spþ1ðAiÞ ð104Þ

and

jjE>
i3 Bijj ¼ spþ1ðBiÞ; jjBiE

>
i4 jj ¼ spþ1ðB�

i Þ ¼ spþ1ðBiÞ: ð105Þ

Denote by E the projection onto

ImP þ
Xr

i¼1

X4
j¼1

Im Eij :

Its rank does not exceed p þ 4rp and

jTr ETEj ¼
Xr

i¼1
Trð½EAi;EBi�Þ þ

Xr

i¼1
ðTr EAiE

>Bi � Tr EBiE
>AiÞ

�����
�����

p
Xr

i¼1
ðjjAiE

>jj jjE>Bijj þ jjBiE
>jj jjE>AijjÞ rank E

p ð8r þ 2Þp
Xr

i¼1
spþ1ðAiÞspþ1ðBiÞ

in view of equalities (104)–(105) and the definition of E: On the other hand, since

E X P and P>
X E � P; one has

Tr PTP ¼ Tr ETE � TrðE � PÞTðE � PÞ

¼ Tr ETE � TrðE � PÞðP>TP>ÞðE � PÞ
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which implies that

jTr PTPj p jTr ETEj þ jjP>TP>jj rankðE � PÞ

p ð8r þ 2Þp
Xr

i¼1
spþ1ðAiÞspþ1ðBiÞ þ 4rpjjP>TP>jj: &

For a compact normal operator T and lA1TU; let u ¼ ðunÞ be the correspond-
ing orthogonal sequence of eigenvectors: Tun ¼ lnun; nAZþ : Set Pn to be the
projection onto the linear span of u1;y; un: Then

Tr PnTPn

n
¼ l1 þ ? þ ln

n
¼ ðlaÞn:

If T ¼
Pr

i¼1½Ai;Bi� for some Ai A I ; Bi A J; then

jlaj p ð8r þ 2Þ
Xr

i¼1
sðAiÞsðBiÞ þ 4r uniðjljÞ

in view of Proposition 5.7. Property (g) follows by choosing lA1TUSðIJÞ:

Now we prove implication ðfÞ ) ðeÞ: Consider the function e : Zþ -Zþ ; eðnÞ ¼
2½log2 n�þ1: For all nAZþ ;

1
2

eðnÞ p n o eðnÞ:
For a given lA c0; set bn ¼ 1

eðnÞ seðnÞ�1ðlÞ: The estimate

jbnj p
1

eðnÞ
X
1pipn

li

�����
����� þ X

noioeðnÞ
li

������
������

0@ 1A
p
1

n

Xn

i¼1
li

�����
����� þ 12 maxfjlij j n o i o eðnÞg

(when n ¼ eðnÞ � 1 the term involving maximum disappears) yields the inequality

jbj p jlaj þ
1

2
uniðjljÞ:

In particular, bASðIJÞ provided la ASðIJÞ and uniðjljÞASðIJÞ: Let f 0 : Zþ -Zþ ;
n / 2n; and f 00 : Zþ -Zþ ; n / 2n þ 1; and

m ð2 	 id� f 0 � f 00Þ�b ¼ ðid� f 0Þ�b þ ðid� f 00Þ�b: ð106Þ
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By noting that eð2nÞ ¼ eð2n þ 1Þ ¼ 2eðnÞ for all nAZþ ; we have

m2n ¼ 2b2n � bn ¼ 1

eðnÞðs2eðnÞ�1ðlÞ � seðnÞ�1ðlÞÞ

¼ 1

eðnÞ
X2eðnÞ�1

i¼ eðnÞ
li ¼ 2b2nþ1 � bn ¼ m2nþ1

and m1 ¼ 2b1 ¼ l1: In particular,

m2k ¼ ? ¼ m2k þ 1�1 ¼ 1

2k

X2k þ 1�1

i¼2k

li:

Thus, for any natural number k; we have

X2k þ 1�1

i¼2k

ðmi � liÞ ¼ 0: ð107Þ

For every iA f2k;y; 2kþ1 � 1g; one has the estimate

jmi � lij p jmij þ jlij p 2 uni2kðjljÞ: ð108Þ

At this point we need the following well-known result, for the case E ¼ C:

5.8. Steinitz’ Lemma. For every finite dimensional real normed vector space E; there

exists C 4 0 with the property that for every finite collection of vectors v1;y; vm AE

of norm not exceeding 1 and
Pm

i¼1vi ¼ 0; there exists a permutation gASm such that

Xk

i¼1
vgðiÞ

�����
�����

�����
����� p C ðk ¼ 1;y;mÞ:

5.9. Remark. The smallest value of C is denoted SðEÞ and called the Steinitz’

constant of the normed space E: Ernst Steinitz himself proved that SðEÞ p 2 dim E;

cf. [60]. This has been improved to SðEÞ p dim E (cf. [34]) and Sðcn
2 Þ p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3n2þ9n�20

8

q
(cf. [7, p. 199], without proof). One has SðRÞ ¼ 1 (trivial) and SðCÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
5

p
=2 ¼

1:1180y (cf. [6,8]).
In view of equality (107) and inequality (108) combined with Steinitz’ Lemma,

there exist permutations gk of sets f2k;y; 2kþ1 � 1g such that the estimates

Xn

i¼2k

ðmgkðiÞ � lgkðiÞÞ
�����

����� p 2SðCÞuni2kðjljÞ ð109Þ
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hold for n ¼ 2k;y; 2kþ1 � 1 and any kAZþ : Assemble all gk’s into a single
permutation g of Zþ : Note that gð1Þ ¼ 1:
By noticing that, for nA f2k;y; 2kþ1 � 1g;

uni2k ðjljÞ ¼ ðuniðjljÞ 2Þ2k þ 1 p ðuniðjljÞ 2Þn

we deduce from (109) the inequality

jsðg�1
� ðm� lÞÞj p 2SðCÞuniðjljÞ 2:

In particular, sðg�1
� ðm� lÞÞASðIJÞ if lA1TUSðIJÞ: Recall that

g�1
� ðm� lÞ ¼ sðg�1

� ðm� lÞÞ � s�sðg�1
� ðm� lÞÞ;

cf. identity (101). Hence

l� m ¼ ðgs � gÞ�g; ð110Þ

where g sðg�1
� ðm� lÞÞ: By combining identities (110) with (106), we arrive at the

representation

l ¼ ðid� f 0Þ�b þ ðid� f 00Þ�b þ ðgs � gÞ�g

with b; gASðIJÞ if la ASðIJÞ and uniðjljÞASðIJÞ: This ends the proof of impli-
cation (f ) ) (e) and hence of Theorem 5.6.

Theorem 5.6 leads to a simple characterization of the commutator space ½I ; J�:
This is so, because an operator T ¼ X þ iY ; where X ¼ X � and Y ¼ Y �; belongs
to ½I ; J� precisely when X and Y do.
What follows is the applications of Theorem 5.6. Some are merely straightforward

corollaries, and some depend additionally on deeper results established in Sections 2
and 3.

5.10. Theorem. For any ideals I ; J DBðHÞ; one has ½BðHÞ; IJ� ¼ ½I ; J� and

½I ; J� ¼ ½I ; J�4: ð111Þ

Proof. Let T ¼ X þ iY A ½I ; J� as above, and let U ;V be the corresponding
unitaries that diagonalize X and Y ; respectively:

UXU� ¼ DiagðlÞ and VYV � ¼ DiagðmÞ

for some l; mASðIJÞ: Then

T ¼ U� Diagðl þ imÞU þ iðV � DiagðmÞV � U� DiagðmÞUÞ:

The normal operator U� Diagðl þ imÞU is, according to parts (e) and (b) of
Theorem 5.6, the sum of three commutators in ½BðHÞ; IJ� and, alternatively, also of
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three in ½I ; J�: On the other hand,

V � DiagðmÞV � U� DiagðmÞU ¼ ½V�U ;U� DiagðmÞV � ðA ½BðHÞ; IJ�Þ

¼ ½V� Diagðm1ÞU ;U� Diagðm2ÞV � ðA ½I ; J�Þ

for any representation m ¼ m1m2 with m1ASðIÞ and m2ASðJÞ: &

In Sections 6 and 7, we address the question of the minimum number of
commutators needed in commutator representations of various types.

5.11. Theorem. (i) For any operator T ABðHÞ; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) ðTÞD ½I ; J�;
(b) jT jA ½I ; J�:

(ii) For any ideals I ; J and L in BðHÞ; at least one of them being proper, the

following conditions are equivalent:

(a) I D ½J;L�;
(b) Ia D JL;
(c) I ðoÞD JL:

(iii) I DL1 then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) fT A I j Tr T ¼ 0g D ½J;L�;
(b) flaN j lASðIÞgDSðJLÞ; cf. (16).

Proof. (i) For any positive S A ðTÞ; its eigenvalue sequence lðSÞ is OðsðTÞ mÞ for
some m X 1: In view of parts (a) and (h) of Theorem 5.6, the condition jT jA ½I ; J� is
equivalent to sðTÞa ASðIJÞ: However, ðsðTÞ mÞa p msðTÞa: Thus lðSÞa ASðIJÞ
and S A ½I ; J� by Theorem 5.6 again. A general operator S A ðjT jÞ is a C-linear
combination of positive ones.
(ii) Implication (b) ) (a) follows from Theorem 5.6 combined with part (i), the

reverse implication (a) ) (b)—from Theorem 5.6 alone. Equality Ia ¼ I ðoÞ
follows from Corollary 3.17.
(iii) Elements of fT A I j Tr T ¼ 0g are linear combinations of operators

U

�
P

N

i¼1 li

l1
l2

&

0BBB@
1CCCAU�;

where lASðIÞ and U is an isometry. Hence the equivalence of conditions (a) and (b)
follows from the equivalence of conditions (a) and (g) of Theorem 5.6. &
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In Section 6 we prove that any of conditions (a)–(c) of Part (ii) is equivalent to the
condition

I D ½J;L�3:

Let us return now to the E-equivariant embedding (98) which produces
E-equivariant embeddings SðJÞ+J for all ideals J iBðHÞ and the induced maps
of modules of coinvariants

SðJÞE - JE ð112Þ

(cf. Section 5.2 above). Since IEJ D ½BðHÞ; J�; we have also the quotient map

JE7J=½BðHÞ; J�: ð113Þ

5.12. Theorem. For every ideal J DBðHÞ; the composition of maps (112) and (113)
produces an isomorphism

SðJÞE !
B

J=½BðHÞ; J�: ð114Þ

Proof. Map (114) is surjective, since every T ¼ X þ iY A J equals Diagðl þ imÞ
modulo ½BðHÞ; J� where lA1XU and mA1YU: If DiagðaÞA ½BðHÞ; J� then
aAIESðJÞ by implication (a) ) (d) of Theorem 5.6. &

We close this chapter by characterizing the condition J ¼ ½BðHÞ; J�; i.e., the
absence of nonzero traces on J; for e-complete, principal, Lorentz and, respectively,
Orlicz ideals. Sections 5.15–20 are devoted to principal ideals alone.
By combining Theorems 5.11(ii) and 3.5, we obtain the following ‘‘index

theorem’’.

5.13. Theorem. If an ideal J is e-complete for some e 4 0 (cf. Section 4.6), then for

any s 4 0; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Js ¼ ½BðHÞ; Js�;
(b) the Boyd index aðSðJÞÞ is less than 1=s:

Since the Boyd a-index of a Banach sequence space is less or equal than 1, we infer
that a Banach ideal J admits a nonzero trace if and only if its Boyd a-index equals 1.
It follows that no power Js; s 4 1; of such a Banach ideal J is Banach, cf. (6).

5.14. Remark. The importance of knowing for which s 4 0 one has Js ¼ ½BðHÞ; Js�
is due to the following fact proved in [72] (cf. also [70, Theorem 7 and Corollary of
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Theorem 8]):

If Jp ¼ ½BðHÞ; Jp� then the relative cyclic homology groups

HCnðBðHÞ; JÞ vanish for all n o 2p and HC2pðBðHÞ; JÞ is

canonically isomorphic toJpþ1=½J; Jp� ¼ Jpþ1=½BðHÞ; Jpþ1�:

By combining Theorems 5.11(ii) and 3.10, we obtain

5.15. Theorem. For any nonzero sequence pA c$0 and every real number s 4 0; the

following conditions are equivalent:

(a) ðpÞs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðpÞs�;
(b) the Matuszewska b-index (20b) of p is greater than �1=s:

bðpÞ 4 � 1=s;

ðbÞ0 there exists c 4 0 and an integer m0 X 1 such that

pn p m1=s�cpnm

for all m X m0 and all nAZþ ;
(c) ps ^ ðpsÞa:

5.16. Corollary. For any nonzero sequence pA c$0 ; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) ðpÞs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðpÞs� for all s 4 0;
(b) bðpÞ ¼ 0;
ðbÞ0 for any e 4 0 there is an integer m0 X 1 such that

pn p mepnm

for all m X m0 and all nAZþ :

The Matuszewska b-index vanishes, for example, for any slowly varying
sequence.7 Hence

5.17. Corollary. For any slowly varying sequence pA c$0 and s 4 0; one has ðpÞs ¼
½BðHÞ; ðpÞs�:
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5.18. Remark. This corollary has far reaching consequences. With the help of
Remark 5.14 we infer that the relative cyclic homology groups HCqðBðHÞ; ðpÞÞ
vanish in all dimensions if p is slowly varying. This, in turn, implies that the relative
algebraic K-groups KqððBðHÞ; ðpÞÞ are in all dimensions isomorphic to the

topological K-groups K top
q ðCÞ; cf. [70]. Recall that the latter are isomorphic to Z

when q is even, and vanish when q is odd.

All of the above applies, in particular, to any power of the logarithmic integral

ideal Li: Recall that the ideal Li
1
2 plays an important role in Connes’ theory of

y-summable Fredholm modules; cf. [23] and Section IV.8:a of [24].
The following corollary of Theorem 5.11 describes the commutator space

½BðHÞ; ðpÞ� for p summable.

5.19. Corollary. For a summable sequence pA c$0 ; the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) ½BðHÞ; ðpÞ� ¼ fT A ðpÞ j Tr T ¼ 0g;
(b) paN ¼ Oðp mÞ for some mAZþ :

By combining Theorems 2.36 and 5.15 we obtain

5.20. Theorem. For any sequence pA c$0 ; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) the ideal ðpÞ admits a complete symmetric norm,
(b) p ^ pa;
(c) the Marcinkiewicz ideal Mð1=paÞ is principal,
(d) Mð1=paÞ ¼ ðpÞ;
(e) ðpÞ ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðpÞ�;
(f) Mð1=paÞ ¼ ½BðHÞ;Mð1=paÞ�:

Proof. Theorem 2.36 provides implication (a) ) (b), while Theorem 5.15 supplies

the equivalence of (b) and (e). If Mð1=paÞ ¼ ðnÞ for some sequence nA c$0 ; then

n ^ na by Theorem 2.36 and condition (f) follows in view of the equivalence of (b)
and (e). Finally, in view of Theorem 5.11(ii), condition (f) implies that ðpaÞa ¼ OðpaÞ
which is equivalent to condition (b) by Theorem 3.10. &

By combining Theorem 5.11(ii) with Corollary 3.8, we obtain the following result
for Lorentz ideals LpðjÞ; cf. Section 4.7.

5.21. Theorem. Let j be a nondecreasing sequence satisfying the D2-condition (22) and

let p 4 0; s 4 0: Then LpðjÞs ¼ ½BðHÞ;LpðjÞs� if and only if aðjÞ o p=s:

5.22. Corollary. ðSoÞs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðSoÞs� for all s 4 0:
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Indeed, So ¼ LðlogÞ; cf. 4.10, and aðlogÞ ¼ 0; since the log sequence is slowly
varying.
For classical Lorentz ideals Lpq ð0 o p o N; 0 o q p NÞ; cf. Section 4.11,

Theorems 5.21 and 5.15 combined together yield

5.23. Corollary. Lpq ¼ ½BðHÞ;Lpq� if and only if p 4 1:

The analogue of Theorem 5.21 for Marcinkiewicz ideals MpðcÞ; cf. Section 4.7,
uses instead Corollary 3.9. In view of the discussion in Section 2.33, one can assume
without loss of generality that the sequence c is quasiconcave.

5.24. Theorem. Let c be a quasiconcave positive sequence and p 4 0: Then MpðcÞ ¼
½BðHÞ;MpðcÞ� if and only if aðcÞ o p:

Finally, we come to Orlicz ideals; cf. Section 4.7. By combining Theorems 5.11(ii)
and 3.21, we obtain

5.25. Theorem. For any nondecreasing function M A ½ 0;NÞ½ 0;NÞ
which vanishes at 0

and for any real number sA ð0;NÞ; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) ðLð0Þ
M Þs D ½BðHÞ; ðLMÞs�;

(b) ðLð0Þ
M Þs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðLð0Þ

M Þs�;
(c) ðLMÞs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðLMÞs�;
(d) the Matuszewska b-index at zero of M; cf. (54), is greater than s:

b0ðMÞ 4 s;

(e) there exist constants d; e;K 4 0 such that

MðtuÞ p KMðuÞtsþe ð0 o t; u p dÞ: ð115Þ

Theorem 5.11(ii) and Corollary 3.23 combined yield

5.26. Theorem. For any nondecreasing function M A ½0;NÞ½0;NÞ
which vanishes at 0,

the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) L
ð0Þ

M is e-complete for some e 4 0;

ðaÞ0 ðLð0Þ
M Þs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðLð0Þ

M Þs� for some s 4 0;
(b) LM is e-complete for some e 4 0;

ðbÞ0 ðLMÞs ¼ ½BðHÞ; ðLMÞs� for some s 4 0;

(c) b0ðMÞ 4 0:

5.27. Remarks. (1) By constructing a family of positive and continuous (with respect
to the Marcinkiewicz norm T / jjsðTÞjjmð1=paÞ) traces, Dixmier [26] proved that the
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closure of ½BðHÞ;MðpaÞ� has an infinite codimension inMðpaÞ whenever p ¼ oðpaÞ:
All the same, this provided the first examples of ideals JD/ L1 with J a ½BðHÞ; J�:
(2) A complete characterization of sequences p for which the principal ideal ðpÞ

and the Marcinkiewicz ideal Mð1=paÞ admit a nonzero positive trace was given by
Várga ([62, Theorem IRR]) and by one of the authors [71]. It is notable that
characterization coincides with our characterization of the condition J a ½BðHÞ; J�
for these ideals, which is of course the same as the existence of some (not necessarily
positive, or continuous) nonzero trace on J: Thus we conclude that the existence of a
nonzero trace on any ideal of these two types implies also the existence of a trace
which is positive (and, simultaneously, continuous with respect to the Marcinkiewicz
norm T / jjsðTÞjjmð1=paÞ).

We emphasize, however, that no such implication holds in general. For example,
while there may be many traces on an ideal of the form JK; where K denotes the
ideal of compact operators, no positive trace exists on JK if JD/ L1: An example: the
ideal fT AK j sðTÞ ¼ oðoÞg ¼ ðoÞK:
In the same article [62], Várga also proved that the ideal ðpÞ supports no positive

trace precisely when ðpÞ is a complete normed ideal. This result is contained in our
Theorem 5.20.
(3) Equality Lp ¼ ½Lp=2;Lp=2� ðp 4 1Þ was proved by Pearcy and Topping [49];

equality fT ALp jTr T ¼ 0g ¼ ½BðHÞ;Lp� ðp o 1Þ—by Anderson [4]. The fact
that ½BðHÞ;L1� does not coincide with the space fT AL1 j Tr T ¼ 0g was originally
established in [66–68] (more precisely, it was proven that the largest ideal I DL1
such that all of its trace-zero operators belong to ½BðHÞ;L1� coincides with the
Lorentz ideal LðjÞ where jn ¼ 1 þ n log n).
(4) Kalton proved [37] (cf. his Corollary 7), a result which is essentially equivalent

to our Corollary 5.19.
(5) In another article [38], Kalton gave the first ever description of the commutator

space ½BðHÞ;L1�: He characterized membership in ½BðHÞ;L1� in purely spectral

terms:

½BðHÞ;L1� ¼ fT AL1 j lðTÞa A c1g:

(Here lðTÞ denotes the sequence of eigenvalues of T ; which may be finite or empty,
each value counted according to the dimension of the generalized eigenspaceS

N

n¼1 KerðT � lIÞn and listed in order of decreasing absolute value).

The natural question is, of course: for which ideals J does membership in ½BðHÞ; J�
depend solely on the spectrum of an operator? This question achieved a partial
resolution in two articles [28,39] which depend on some of the main results of the
present article.

6. The minimum number of commutators

The following result can be obtained independently of Theorem 5.6 and with
considerably less effort.
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6.1. Theorem. For any ideals I and J in BðHÞ:

½I ; J� ¼ ½I ; J�2 þ ½BðHÞ; IJ�1: ð116Þ

In particular,

½BðHÞ; J� ¼ ½BðHÞ; J�3: ð117Þ

The proof is based on three observations.

6.2. Lemma. For any unital ring R; one has the following identity holding in the matrix

ring MnðRÞ:

r1

r2

&

rn

0BBB@
1CCCA ¼

0 s1
0 s2

& &

0 sn�1

0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA;

0

1 0

1 &

& 0

1 0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA

26666664

37777775
where sj r1 þ ? þ rj; provided sn ¼ 0:

6.3. Lemma. For any ideals I and J in BðHÞ; every element T A IJ is a single product

T ¼ RS for some RA I and S A J:

Proof. Suppose T ¼
Pm

i¼1RiSi for Ri A I and Si A J: Choose an isomorphism

F :H !B H"m: Then the composite map

H !D H"m ����!
�

S1

&

Sm

�
H"m �!F�1

H

is the desired S while R is the composite map

H !F H"m ����!
�

R1

&

Rm

�
H"m !D

�
H;

where DðvÞ ¼
v

^
v

0@ 1AAH"m and D�
v1
^

vm

0@ 1A ¼ v1 þ ? þ vm: &
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6.4. Lemma. Suppose T A ½I ; J� has an infinite dimensional reducing null subspace H0;
i.e., H ¼ H0"H1 with TjH0

¼ 0 and TðH1ÞDH1: Then

T ¼ ½R;S� þ ½N;X � ð118Þ

for some RA I ; S A J; X A IJ and N ABðHÞ where N2 ¼ X 2 ¼ 0 if I ¼ BðHÞ and

N3 ¼ X 3 ¼ 0 in general. In particular,

T A ½I ; J�1 þ ½BðHÞ; IJ�1:

Proof. Suppose T ¼
Pm

i¼1½Ri;Si�: In view of the hypothesis, there exists an

isomorphism F :H -H"m such that

FTF�1 ¼

Pm
i¼1½Ri;Si�

0

&

0

0BBB@
1CCCA

in MmðBðHÞÞ: By Lemma 6.2,

FTF�1 �
½R1;S1�

&

½Rm;Sm�

0B@
1CA

¼

0

1 0

1 &

& 0

1 0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA;

0 X1

0 X2

&

0 Xm�1

0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA

26666664

37777775;

where Xj ¼ �
Pk

i¼ jþ1½Ri;Si�: At the same time,

½R1;S1�
&

½Rm;Sm�

0B@
1CA ¼

R1

&

Rm

0B@
1CA;

S1

&

Sm

0B@
1CA

264
375:

This shows T ¼ ½R;S� þ ½N;X � with RA I ; S A J; X A IJ; N ABðHÞ and Nm ¼
X m ¼ 0: However, if AABðHÞ; T 0 A I ; T 00 A J; then

½A;T 0T 00� ¼ ½AT 0;T 00� � ½T 0;T 00A�;

so

½BðHÞ; IJ�1D ½I ; J�2: ð119Þ
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Thus T A ½I ; J�1 þ ½BðHÞ; IJ�1 which equals ½BðHÞ; J�2 if I ¼ BðHÞ and is
contained in ½I ; J�3 in the general case. By repeating the first part of the proof
with m ¼ 2 (case I ¼ BðHÞ) andm ¼ 3 (the general case) we obtain a representation
of the form (118). &

Choose any isometry V of H onto a subspace VH of infinite dimension and
codimension. Suppose T ¼ T 0T 00: Then

T ¼ ½T 0V �;VT 00� þ VT 00T 0V �

and VT 00T 0V � has ðVHÞ> as a reducing subspace on which it is zero. Lemmas 6.3
and 6.4 combined then give Theorem 6.1.
Now, combining Theorem 6.1 with inclusion (119) yields

6.5. Corollary. For any ideals I and J in BðHÞ;

½I ; J� ¼ ½I ; J�4: ð120Þ

Another proof of equality (120) has been given in Section 5; cf. Theorem 5.10.
Equalities (116) and (120) provide our best estimates of the necessary number of

commutators which hold in general. If, however, jT jA ½I ; J�; then operator T is the
sum of fewer commutators, as the following theorem and its corollaries show.

6.6. Theorem. For any ideals I and J in BðHÞ; if jT jA ½I ; J�; then

T A ½I ; J�1 þ ½BðHÞ; IJ�1: ð121Þ

6.7. Corollary. For any ideal I D ½BðHÞ; J�; one has

I D ½BðHÞ; J�2: ð122Þ

By combining Corollary 6.7 with Theorem 5.11, we obtain

6.8. Corollary. For any ideals I and J in BðHÞ; the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) I ðoÞD J;
(b) I D ½BðHÞ; J�2:

In particular, Lp ¼ ½BðHÞ;Lp�2; for p 4 1; and yet

F - ½BðHÞ;Lp�1 ¼ F0 fT AF j Tr T ¼ 0g;

for 1 o p p 2; as we shall see in the next chapter. This example shows that I may
not be contained in ½BðHÞ; J�1; and therefore the double commutator set in (122)
cannot be replaced by the single commutator set, in general.
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In view of inclusion (119), we also have the following corollary involving three
ideals in BðHÞ:

6.9. Corollary. For any ideals I ; J and L in BðHÞ; if I D ½J;L� then

I D ½J;L�3: ð123Þ

Unlike (122), it seems plausible that inclusion (123) can be improved to I D ½J;L�2
which then must be the best possible.
The proof of Theorem 6.6 is based on two lemmas.

6.10. Lemma. Let n be a nilpotent in a unital ring R which commutes with an invertible

element uAR: Then for every ideal I CR the map fn;u : I - I given by

fn;uðtÞ ¼ ut þ ½n; t� ðtA IÞ
is bijective.

Proof. Let mAZþ be such that nm ¼ 0: Denote by r; L; and R the endomor-
phisms of the additive group of I defined by left multiplication by u; left
multiplication by n and right multiplication by n; respectively. They commute

with each other and fn;u ¼ r þ L � R: Since Lm ¼ Rm ¼ 0 we have ðR � LÞ2m ¼ 0
and hence X2m�1

i¼0
r�i�1ðR � LÞi

is the required inverse map f�1
n;u: &

6.11. Lemma. Let I and J be ideals in BðHÞ and let T A IJ: Suppose there is an

identification of H with H"k for some kAZþ such that the diagonal entries

Tii; 1 p i p k; of T ¼ ðTijÞ1pi; jpk viewed as an element of MkðBðHÞÞ; belong to

½I ; J� and have infinite dimensional reducing null subspaces. Then T A ½I ; J�1 þ
½BðHÞ; IJ�1:

Proof. From Lemma 6.4, Tii ¼ ½Ri;Si� þ ½N;Xi� for Ri A I ; Si A J; Xi A IJ and

N ABðHiÞ; where we can take the same N for each i and N3 ¼ 0:
Let Xii ¼ Xi: Of course, Tij A IJ for each i; j: By Lemma 6.10 applied to the

matrix ring R ¼ MkðBðHÞÞ; for every pair i a j; there is Xij A IJ such that Tij ¼
ð j � iÞXij þ ½N;Xij�: Letting X ¼ ðXijÞ1pi; jpk; we obtain the following commutator
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representation of T :

T ¼

R1

R2

&

Rk

0BBB@
1CCCA;

S1

S2

&

Sk

0BBB@
1CCCA

26664
37775

þ

1 þ N

2 þ N

&

k þ N

0BBB@
1CCCA;X

26664
37775: &

Proof of Theorem 6.6. According to Anderson and Stampfli (cf. [5, Theorem 2, and

the proof of Theorem 3]), T is similar, after we choose an identification HCH"4; to
an operator T 0 AM4ðBðHÞÞ; whose diagonal entries Tii

0; 1 p i p 4; have infinite
dimensional reducing null subspaces. Each entry Tij

0 belongs to the principal ideal
ðTÞ; which is contained in ½I ; J� in view of the hypothesis jT jA ½I ; J� and Theorem
5.11(i). Thus, Lemma 6.11 applies and inclusion (121) follows. &

7. Single commutators

We open this section by stating the main results first.

7.1. Theorem. For any compact operator T ABðHÞ; one has

T A ½BðHÞ; ðTÞ ðo1
2Þ�1:

This provides a sufficient condition for an operator T to be representable as a
commutator ½A;S� for some bounded operator A and an operator S from a given

ideal J; namely: sðTÞ o
1
2ASðJÞ: Thus, we have the following corollary.

7.2. Corollary. For any ideals I ; J DBðHÞ; if I ðo1
2ÞD J then I D ½BðHÞ; J�1:

In particular:

the single commutator space ½BðHÞ; J�1 contains

all finite rank operators provided o
1
2ASðJÞ: ð124Þ

Note that the space of finite rank operators of trace zero coincides with
½BðHÞ;F�1: This follows readily from Sh %oda’s Theorem which says that any

matrix of trace zero is similar to a matrix having zeros on the diagonal [59].
Condition (124) is also nearly necessary as is demonstrated by our next result.
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(It is precisely necessary when ideal J is am-closed; cf. Section 4.3. See Corollaries
7.10 and 7.11.)

7.3. Theorem. For any operators AABðHÞ and QAK; if their commutator ½A;Q�
has finite rank and nonzero trace then o

1
2 ¼ OðsðQÞ oÞ:

Equivalently, if ½I ; J�1 contains a finite rank operator whose trace is nonzero

then o
1
2 belongs to the am-closure SðIÞ�; defined in Section 2.8, of the characteristic

set of I :

o
1
2ASðIÞ�;

and the same holds for J:

This last statement, of course, follows from the fact that ðo1
2ÞaB2o

1
2; cf.

Proposition 3.18 above.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. The standard rank one projection

P ¼
1 0 y

0 0

^ &

0B@
1CA

admits the commutator representation P ¼ ½A;Q� in terms of block tri-diagonal
matrices

A ¼

0 Aþ
1

A�
1 0 Aþ

2

A�
2 0 &

& &

0BBB@
1CCCA and Q ¼

0 Qþ
1

Q�
1 0 Qþ

2

Q�
2 0 &

& &

0BBB@
1CCCA;

where Aþ
n and Qþ

n are the n � ðn þ 1Þ matrices

Aþ
n ¼ 1

n

0 1

0 2

& &

0 n

0BBB@
1CCCA and Qþ

n ¼ �1
n

1 0

1 0

& &

1 0

0BBB@
1CCCA
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while A�
n and Q�

n are the ðn þ 1Þ � n matrices

A�
n ¼ 1

n þ 1

n

0 n � 1
0 &

& 1

0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA and Q�
n ¼ 1

n þ 1

0

1 0

1 &

& 0

1

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA:

7.4. Lemma. One has ðAÞ ¼ BðHÞ and ðQÞ ¼ ðo1
2Þ:

Proof of Lemma 7.4. Operator Q is the sum of two operators Qþ and Q� of the
form U7Diagðq7ÞV7 for suitable sequences q7 A c0 and partial isometries

U7;V7: Thus

qþ ¼ �ð1; 1
2
; 1
2
; 1
3
; 1
3
; 1
3
;yÞB� 1ffiffi

2
p o

1
2

and, similarly, q�B 1ffiffi
2

p o
1
2: This shows that sðQÞ ¼ Oðo1

2Þ:
Let Gn be the set of the basis vectors of H on which Qþ

n does not vanish, and let E

be the projection onto the Hilbert subspace of H generated by the set[
n  1;2 ðmod 4Þ

Gn:

The sequence of singular numbers of EQE majorizes the sequence

ð1; 1
2
; 1
2
; 1
5
ð5 timesÞ; 1

6
ð6 timesÞ; 1

9
ð9 timesÞ;yÞB1

2
o
1
2

Therefore o
1
2 ¼ OðsðQÞÞ:

Operator A is the sum of two operators Aþ and A�; each having norm 1. It is clear
that A is not compact. &

Lemma 7.4 combined with the identity T#P ¼ ½idH#A;T#Q� proves the
assertion of Theorem 7.1 for operators having an infinite dimensional reducing
subspace on which they vanish.
In the general case, we recall from the proof of Theorem 6.6 that any compact

operator T is similar to an operator T 0 AM4ððTÞÞ; whose diagonal entries Tii
0 have

infinite dimensional reducing null subspaces.
Note that

ðsðTÞ o
1
2Þa ^

Prop:3:14
ðsðTÞ o

1
2Þ o ^

Prop:3:18
sðTÞ o

1
2:
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Hence ðTÞ ðo1
2Þ ¼ ðsðTÞ o

1
2Þ coincides with the Marcinkiewicz ideal

M ¼ Mð 1

sðTÞ o
1
2

Þ;

which, we recall, is a Banach ideal; cf. Section 4.7.
Let us split T 0 into its diagonal and off-diagonal parts: T 0 ¼ Td

0 þ To
0: In view of

the already proven assertion,

Td
0 ¼

½A1;S11�
&

½A4;S44�

0B@
1CA ð125Þ

for suitable Ai ABðHÞ and Sii AM; 1 p i p 4: We can assume that Ai’s have
nonoverlapping spectra; otherwise, we replace Ai by liI þ Ai for appropriately
chosen li AC:
To complete the proof of Theorem 7.1 we need the following lemma generalizing

Theorem 3.1 of [52].

7.5. Lemma. Let M be a Banach bimodule over a unital Banach algebra B: If

SpBa - SpBb ¼ | then the operator La � Rb ABðMÞ; m / am � mb; is invertible.

Lemma 7.5 applied to B ¼ BðHÞ; a ¼ Ai; b ¼ Aj ; ia j; andM ¼ M produces

the unique Sij AM such that Tij
0 ¼ AiSij � SijAj: By combining this with equality

(125), we obtain the single commutator representation:

T 0 ¼
A1

&

A4

0B@
1CA;S

264
375;

where S AM4ðMÞ:

Proof of Lemma 7.5. Let ACBðMÞ be the saturated commutative Banach
subalgebra containing operators La and Rb: Then

SpAðLaÞ ¼ SpBðMÞðLaÞD SpBðaÞ

and

SpAðRbÞ ¼ SpBðMÞðRbÞD SpBopðbÞ ¼ SpBðbÞ:

The joint spectrum SpAðLa;RbÞCC2 is contained in SpAðLaÞ � SpAðRbÞ: Therefore,
by applying the Spectral Mapping Theorem (cf. [13, Chapter I.4.7, Theorem 2])
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to the function f ðz1; z2Þ ¼ z1 � z2; we obtain

SpBðMÞðLa � RbÞ ¼ f ðSpAðLa;RbÞÞD SpAðLaÞ � SpAðRbÞ

D SpBðaÞ � SpBðbÞ ¼ fl� m j lA SpBðaÞ; mA SpBðbÞg ð126Þ

and the largest set in (126) does not contain 0. &

Note that I ðo1
2Þ ¼ ððI2ÞaÞ

1
2 by Corollary 3.17. Therefore Corollary 7.2 can be

rephrased, in view of Theorem 5.11, as asserting the implication

I2D ½BðHÞ; J2� ) I D ½BðHÞ; J�1: ð127Þ

We do not know how to prove this implication directly. Combined with Theorem
5.13, implication (127) results in the following

7.6. Corollary. If the Boyd index aðJÞ of an e-complete ideal J; cf. Section 4.6, is less

than 1/2 then J ¼ ½BðHÞ; J�1:

Similar results for principal, Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz, as well as for Orlicz ideals (if
one replaces the Boyd a-index by the Matuszewska b-index at zero), are direct
consequences of implication (127) and of Theorems 5.15, 5.21, 5.24 and 5.25,
respectively. It would be tedious to formulate all of these results here, so we leave this
to the reader.

7.7. Remark. Matrices A and �Q coincide with the limits at t ¼ 0 of certain
matrices Zt and Ct; 0 o t o 1; considered by Anderson in [3]. A small modification
of the argument from the proof of Lemma 7.4 shows that

ðCtÞ ¼ ðot=2Þ and ðZtÞ ¼ ðoð1�tÞ=2Þ:

Combined with the argument from the proof of his Theorem 1 in [3], this leads to the
following result.

7.8. Proposition. Let I and J be proper ideals in BðHÞ and suppose T A IJ has an

infinite dimensional reducing null subspace. Then for every 0 o t o 1;

T A ½Lt=2;Lð1�tÞ=2�1;

where Ls ðI þ JÞ os:

Proof of Theorem 7.3. If F ¼ ½A;Q� is an operator of finite rank, then a lemma due
to Brown [18] provides a sequence of nonzero mutually orthogonal projections
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P1;P2;P3;y; satisfying the following conditions:

(a) F ¼ P1FP1;
(b) PnAPm ¼ 0 ¼ PnQPm for n 4 m þ 1;
(c) rank Pn ¼ OðnÞ:

In particular, operators Em P1 þ ? þ Pm are projections whose rank rm grows

no faster than lm2 for some integer l:
As in [18], the identity

F ¼ P1½A;Q�P1 ¼ ðP1AP1ÞðP1QP1Þ � ðP1QP1ÞðP1AP1Þ

þ ðP1AP2ÞðP2QP1Þ � ðP1QP2ÞðP2AP1Þ

combined with further identities

0 ¼ Pk½A;Q�Pk ¼ ðPkAPk�1ÞðPk�1QPkÞ � ðPkQPk�1ÞðPk�1APkÞ

þ ðPkAPkÞðPkQPkÞ � ðPkQPkÞðPkAPkÞ

þ ðPkAPkþ1ÞðPkþ1QPkÞ � ðPkQPkþ1ÞðPkþ1APkÞ;

for k 4 1; leads to the following trace identities:

Tr F ¼
Xn

k¼1
TrðPk½A;Q�PkÞ ¼ TrðPnAPnþ1QPnÞ � TrðPnQPnþ1APnÞ ðnAZþ Þ

which, in turn, yield the sequence of inequalities

jTr F j p jjAjjðjjPnþ1QPnjj1 þ jjPnQPnþ1jj1Þ ðnAZþ Þ; ð128Þ

where jjX jj1 denotes the nuclear norm TrðjX jÞ: At this point, we need the following.

7.9. Lemma. Let Q be a compact operator and P1;P2;y be a sequence of mutually

orthogonal projections of finite rank. Then, for any kAZþ ; there is a partial isometry,
V ABðHÞ; such that

PnVQPn ¼ jPnþkQPnj ðnAZþ Þ:

Proof of Lemma 7.9. The polar decomposition yields PnþkQPn ¼ VnjPnþkQPnj;
where Vn is a partial isometry on H such that Vn ¼ PnþkVnPn: Let V ABðHÞ be a
partial isometry such that

PnVPm ¼
V �

n if m ¼ n þ k;

0 otherwise

�
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for all n;mAZþ : Then

PnVQPn ¼ V �
n PnþkQPn ¼ V�

n VnjPnþkQPnj ¼ jPnþkQPnj: &

Lemma 7.9 supplies partial isometries V ;W ABðHÞ such that

PnVQPn ¼ jPnþ1QPnj and PnWQ�Pn ¼ jPnþ1Q
�Pnj ð129Þ

for all nAZþ : Consider the operator

T ¼ jjAjj
jTr F jðVQ þ WQ�Þ:

Its sequence of singular numbers is dominated by sðQÞ 2:

sðTÞa ¼ OðsðQÞaÞ; ð130Þ

since ðsðQÞ 2Þa p 2sðQÞa:

It follows from (129) that

PnTPn ¼ jjAjj
jTr F jðjPnþ1QPnj þ jPnþ1Q

�PnjÞ X 0

and, from (128), that TrðPnTPnÞ X 1: This, combined with Hermann Weyl’s
Inequality (cf. [69]), gives the estimates

Xlm2
i¼1

siðTÞ X
Xrm

i¼1
siðEmTEmÞ X jTrðEmTEmÞj ¼

Xm

n¼1
TrðPnTPnÞ X m;

where Em are the projections defined above, whence we deduce the inequality

Xn

i¼1
siðTÞ X ½

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n=l

p
� ðnAZÞ: ð131Þ

By comparing inequality (131) with (130), we conclude that

o
1
2 ¼ OðsðQÞaÞ;

or, equivalently (cf. Proposition 3.14), that o
1
2 ¼ OðsðQÞ oÞ: This completes the

proof of Theorem 7.3.
The following corollary combines Theorem 7.3 with Corollary 7.2 (note that

L2 ðo1
2Þ ¼ ðo1

2Þ).
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7.10. Corollary. For any am-closed ideal J; cf. Section 4.3, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) F - ½BðHÞ; J�1 contains an operator whose trace is not zero,

(b) FD ½BðHÞ; J�1;
(c) L2D ½BðHÞ; J�1;
(d) ðo1

2ÞD J:

The class of am-closed ideals includes Lorentz ideals LpðjÞ ðp X 1; j concaveÞ;
Marcinkiewicz idealsMpðcÞ ðp X 1Þ; and Orlicz idealsLM andL

ð0Þ
M (M convex); cf.

Section 4.7. Recall from Section 4.9 that all the symmetrically normed ideals SF are
am-closed.
Thus we have

7.11. Corollary. For the ideal J ¼ SF; where F is any symmetric norming function,
each of the conditions (a)–(d) above is equivalent to the following condition:

(e) Fð1; 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
; 1=

ffiffiffi
3

p
;yÞ o N:

In particular, for Schatten ideals Lp and for Lorentz ideals Lpq; these are equivalent to

the inequality p 4 2:

7.12. Remarks. (1) The last assertion complements a theorem of Brown [18],
who proved that F - ½Lp;Lq�1 contains no operator whose trace is not zero if
1
p
þ 1

q
X 2: The converse was earlier proved by Anderson [3].

(2) We do not know whether any of the implications (a)) (b) ) (c)) (d) holds
without the hypothesis of am-closedness. Neither do we know whether the reverse of
implication (127) holds, in general.
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difference sequence

Da; 12
D�a; 12

fundamental

a-index
of a gauge að Þ; 21
of an e-complete characteristic set

afunðsÞ; 22
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sequence fð Þ; 21
gauge, 17

e-complete, 18
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Hardy’s Lemma, 26

ideal

SP; 56
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Banach, 55

logarithmic integral Li; 57, 68

of finite rank operators F; 56

principal (p), 55
internal direct sum l m; 14
internal tensor product

of characteristic sets S S0; 16
of ideals I J; 55

of monotonic sequences l m; 15

Köthe

dual

J�; 55
X�; 16

norm, 10

Lorentz

cone l$ðjÞ; 26
ideal

LpðjÞ; 56
ideals

Lpq; 57

sequence spaces

lðjÞ; 26
lpq; 0 o p o N; 57

Macaev

dual ideal SO; 57

ideal So; 57

Marcinkiewicz

ideals MpðcÞ; 56
norm jj jjmðcÞ; 29

sequence space mðcÞ; 29
Matuszewska

a-index
of a monotonic sequence, 14

a0-index atN of a function, 33

b-index
of a monotonic sequence, 14

b0-index at N of a function, 33

monotonic envelopes

lower nondecreasing lnd(a), 13
lower nonincreasing lni(a), 13
upper nondecreasing und(a), 13
upper nonincreasing uni(a), 13

norm

rearrangement invariant, 10

symmetric, 22

Orlicz

class pM ; 32

ideals LM and L
ð0Þ

M ; 56

sequence spaces lM and l
ð0Þ

M ; 32

partial-sum sequence sðaÞ; 12
pre-arithmetic-mean (pre-am)

ideal aJ; 55

set aX ; 16

quasiorbit

1TU; 59
1aU; 9

rearrangement of aACG; 9

singular numbers snðAÞ; 54
Steinitz’ constant SðEÞ; 63
Steinitz’ Lemma, 63

subset of c$0
additive, 15

radial, 15

e-complete, 19

solid, 15

subspace of CG

Banach-Köthe (BK), 9

contractive symmetric solid, 11

divisible, 8

rearrangement invariant (r.i.), 9

solid, 9

symmetric, 8
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